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Chapter 1
Introduction
Research on group III nitrides recently moved again into the focus of public atten-
tion, since the Nobel prize in physics 2014 has been awarded by the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences to Isamu Akasaki, Hiroshi Amano and Shuji Nakamura
“for the invention of efficient blue light-emitting diodes which has enabled
bright and energy-saving white light sources” [1].
Light-emitting devices in the visible and UV spectrum, i.e. light emitting diodes
(LEDs) and laser diodes (LDs), were among the first successful demonstrations of
nitride devices more than 20 years ago [2–6]. These devices have recently reached a
high level of maturity, which is manifested in large luminous efficacies, high external
quantum efficiencies and long lifetimes [7]. In the commercial photonics market,
LEDs are widely adopted and replace conventional light sources for the reason of
saving energy [8–10].
Owing to the unique inherent material properties of nitrides, the development of
nitride research aside from optoelectronics is driven by the large variety of possible
applications for GaN-based heterostructure field effect transistors (HFETs)1. GaN
features a wide bandgap (Egap) of 3.43 eV which enables a large breakdown voltage
(Vbd). For depletion-mode HFETs a Vbd of 8300V has been demonstrated [11],
whereas for enhancement-mode HFETs a Vbd of 1600V has been achieved [12]. The
large Vbd allows for high-voltage operation (typically 28V-50V [13]) at elevated
temperatures [14]. High power densities of up to 40W/mm at 4 GHz have been
shown [15]. Moreover, an electron bulk mobility above 1000 cm2/Vs [16, 17] and
a saturation velocity of about 3·107 cm/s in GaN enable high-frequency operation.
Considering the Johnson figure of merit (JFoM) [18], which is a benchmark of the
suitability of a material for high-frequency power applications, GaN is superior to
other material systems, e.g. GaAs or InP. Deeply scaled (20 nm gate length) GaN
1A synonym for GaN-based transistors is high electron mobility transistor (HEMT).
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HFETs have been demonstrated with a transit frequency (ft) exceeding 450GHz and
a maximum oscillation frequency (fmax) of almost 600GHz [19]. Owing to their high
level of maturity, GaN-based HFETs are expected to certainly play an important
role in future commercial radio frequency (RF) and microwave applications [20].
Group III nitrides are pyro- and piezoelelectric materials [21–27]. They exhibit an
inherent macroscopic total polarization (Ptotal), which is the sum of the spontaneous
polarization (Pspon) and the piezoelectric polarization (Ppiezo). Further, it is possible
to form heterostructures within the nitride material system [28]. At an interface, an
abrupt change of Ptotal results in a fixed sheet charge density, which in turn leads to
an accumulation of a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). The electron density is
proportional to the polarization difference (∆P ) between the constituent layers. A
wide variety of potential choices and combinations of alloy compositions allows for
a more flexible transistor design (HFET) compared to e.g. SiC (metal semiconduc-
tor field effect transistor (MESFET)) [14]. So far, the polarization-induced 2DEG
has widely been exploited in n-channel HFETs with typically ternary barriers, i.e.
AlGaN or AlInN2 [30–40].
A more sophisticated approach, which offers unique possibilities for novel het-
erostructure designs, is to use quaternary AlInGaN layers as barrier layers in devices
[29, 41, 42]. The major advantage of AlInGaN is the additional degree of freedom,
i.e. two different material properties can be adjusted independently by a variation of
the AlInGaN composition. This allows for either a change in Egap at an equal strain
state or a change in the strain state at a constant Egap. The case of an increased
Egap can be achieved by a larger Al content, which is accompanied by an increased
Pspon. As a result, Ptotal and, hence, the 2DEG density is increased3 [46]. The case
of a variation in the strain state is in particular interesting, when the lattice pa-
rameter of AlInGaN becomes larger than the one of GaN. The compressive strain
leads to an opposite sign of Ppiezo with respect to Pspon, which in turn reduces Ptotal.
The methodology of changing Ptotal by varying the AlInGaN composition is called
polarization-engineering. It is theoretically possible to realize polarization-matched
heterostructures with no or a very small 2DEG density [47]. This effect can be ex-
2The advantages of AlInN over AlGaN are the in-plane lattice-matching to GaN by employing
an In content of about 17% [29], the larger bandgap of about 4.4 eV, which results in a larger
conduction band offset, and the higher Pspon, which leads to a larger electron density in the
2DEG.
3The larger Ptotal further allows for thinner barrier thicknesses compared to AlGaN while main-
taining excellent 2DEG transport properties [43, 44]. A smaller barrier thickness allows for
downscaling the gate length, which is beneficial for high-frequency performance [45].
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ploited in HFETs to realize enhancement mode (e-mode) behavior, which is required
in industry for the reasons of fail-safety and low circuit complexity.
In contrast to the high-performance n-channel HFETs, p-channel HFETs are
rather overlooked in nitride research. The main reason for this is found in the
inferior properties of holes in a two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG) [48–56]. The ef-
fective mass meff of holes in GaN is one order of magnitude larger than the one
of electrons. This results in generally low mobilities. However, a systematic study
on the properties of a 2DHG is necessary to understand physical limitations and
improve the performance of p-channel HFETs. In particular, the influence of ∆P
on 2DHG properties is of highest interest.
The polarization-engineering approach is further interesting for optoelectronic de-
vices. Indeed, it has first been proposed for LEDs, in which conventional GaN barrier
layers in the multiple quantum well (MQW) were replaced by AlInGaN to reduce
internal electric fields [57]. Such polarization-engineered MQWs show a more sta-
ble emission wavelength and a suppression of the efficiency droop with larger drive
currents [58–62].
The present thesis is dedicated to the synthesis and characterization of quaternary
AlInGaN layers. Moreover, novel polarization-optimized devices, n-channel and p-
channel HFETs as well as LEDs, on the basis of AlInGaN-containing heterostruc-
tures are presented.
The thesis consists of three parts, which follow a general introduction to funda-
mentals of group III nitrides (Chap. 2) as well as to epitaxy and characterization
(Chap. 3). Part I deals with the epitaxial growth and characterization of structural
properties of AlInGaN, deposited either on GaN (Chap. 4) or on AlN (Chap. 5). In
Part II, the application of polarization-engineered heterostructures for HFETs is dis-
cussed. The investigation of both n-channel HFETs containing a 2DEG (Chap. 6)
and p-channel HFETs containing a 2DHG (Chap. 7) is presented. In these chapters,
the focus is on the influence of Ptotal on transport properties and HFET charac-
teristics. Part III presents novel concepts for LEDs with polarization-engineered
AlInGaN layers. At first, AlInGaN layers are utilized as barriers in the active zone
of LEDs (Chap. 8). Finally, LEDs with inversed p-n junctions by utilization of
a 2DHG induced by an AlInGaN backbarrier are demonstrated (Chap. 9). Both
concepts, the reduction of internal fields in a MQW with AlInGaN barriers and the
reversed polarization in an inversed LED present remedies for droop effects. Finally,
all results are summarized and a conclusion is drawn (Chap. 10).
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals of group III nitrides
This chapter gives a brief overview of fundamentals of group III nitrides and of ba-
sic principles of devices. In the beginning, material properties of the nitride alloy
system are summarized. The elastic deformation in pseudomorphic heterostructures
is discussed. Further, polarization effects leading to fixed interface charges are de-
scribed. The formation of two-dimensional carrier gases is regarded. In the end, the
prospect of using AlInGaN layers as an alternative to conventional binary or ternary
layers is elucidated.
2.1. Crystal structure and material properties
The thermodynamically stable phase of group III nitrides under standard ambient
conditions is the wurtzite crystal. The crystal is shown as a ball-and-stick model
in Fig. 2.1a [28]. The unit cell is described by two lattice parameters: the in-plane
lattice parameter a and the out-of-plane parameter c. The wurtzite structure is
composed of two hexagonal close-packed lattices for each atom species, which are
spatially displaced by 5/8c in [0001]-direction1. This results in a tetrahedral coor-
dination of atoms, in which each atom of one species is surrounded by four atoms
of the other species. This allows an energetically favored sp3 hybridization of the
binding orbitals. The bonds are of ionic character due to different electronegativities
for nitrogen and the metal: N (3.04), Ga (1.81), Al (1.61) and In (1.78) after Paul-
ings scale [63]. The strong ionicity is the reason for the high thermal and chemical
stability of GaN and related alloys. Further, the strength of the ionic character in
a wurtzite crystal leads to a non-ideal crystal, i.e. a deviation from the ideal c-to-a
ratio of
√
8/3 for the wurtzite structure. This influences several material proper-
ties, e.g. the valence band splitting [64] or internal polarization fields, which will be
regarded in more detail in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.
If the long vertical bond from the metal atom to the nitrogen atom points in
[0001]-direction, the polarity is defined as metal-polar. Consequently, if the bond
1The [0001]-direction is commonly referred to as the c-direction
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points in [0001¯]-direction, the polarity is defined as N-polar. The length of the
vertical bond is important for further considerations and it is commonly denoted as
the internal parameter u [24]. u is given in units of the lattice parameter c.
(a) Ball-and-stick model.
CB
HH
LH
CH
(b) Shown are the conduction band (CB)
and the three valence bands: heavy-hole
(HH), light-hole (LH) and the crystal
field split-off band (CH).
Figure 2.1.: Structure of the wurtzite crystal and the simulated bandstructure
of GaN at the Γ symmetry point after [65].
The bandstructure is shown exemplarily for GaN at the Γ symmetry point in
Fig. 2.1b [65]. Obviously, group III nitrides have a direct bandgap, which allows
direct recombinations of electrons and holes. The large recombination probability is
important for optical devices and already commercially exploited in e.g. LEDs and
LDs [9, 10]. The conduction band consists of 4s orbitals predominantly from the Ga
atom and, hence, the excited niveau is isotropic in real space [66]. In contrast, the
valence band, which consists of 2p orbitals from the N atom, is apparently split into
three bands. While the lowest band (split-off band, CH) stems from the crystal field
of the wurtzite phase and represents the pz state along the c-direction, the two upper
valence bands are degenerated with px and py states. These two upper valence bands
reflect the basal plane symmetry and are split into heavy-hole and light-hole bands
by spin-orbit coupling [66, 67]. This splitting has a dramatic influence on electronic
properties for both electrons and holes in matters of mobility. While for electrons
in the conduction band, an effective mass of 0.17 to 0.23 m0 is observed [64, 68,
69], for holes in the uppermost heavy-hole valence band, the effective mass meff is
1.61 to 2.27 m0 [64, 69, 70]. The effective hole mass meff in the light-hole band and
the crystal field split-off band are much lower, namely about 0.16 to 0.20 m0 [64].
However, c-plane GaN maintains a basal plane symmetry, even when biaxial strain
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is applied and, hence, the hole properties discussed in this thesis are dominantly
determined by the heavy-hole valence band2.
An overview of relevant properties of the three binary nitride alloys is given in
Tab. 2.1. AlN is the most densely packed crystal followed by GaN and InN. Lattice
parameters a and c of ternary and quaternary compounds change linearly with the
content of the metal species and can be calculated via Vegard’s law [73]. It holds
for e.g. a:
aAlxInyGa(1−x−y)N = xAl · aAlN + yIn · aInN + (1− xAl − yIn) · aGaN . (2.1)
In the case of heteroepitaxy, the nitride layer is grown on a possibly lattice-
mismatched substrate or buffer with a distinct lattice constant aRef . Since the
lattice mismatch f is not uniquely defined in literature [74], it is defined here as
follows:
f = aRef − anom
anom
, (2.2)
in which anom is the nominal lattice constant of a nitride alloy and aRef is the ef-
fective substrate lattice constant. The lattice mismatch between the nitride binaries
is generally large in the range of a few percent. It is larger for InN-on-GaN than
for AlN-on-GaN. As an example, for AlN-on-GaN with a mismatch of -2.5%, the
critical thickness for lattice relaxation lies in the range of several nanometers [75].
As a result, thick binary nitrides with a thickness of several tens of nanometers are
always fully relaxed on each other. In the case of a small lattice mismatch, a nitride
layer may adopt the substrate lattice constant aRef . Here, an elastic deformation of
the crystal occurs. The nominal strain εnom in a nitride layer can be described as:
εnom =
astrained − anom
anom
, (2.3)
in which astrained is the fully strained lattice constant. In the fully strained case
astrained = aRef , which is called pseudomorphic, the nominal strain εnom is equal to
the lattice mismatch f . At the critical thickness of a layer, relaxation occurs. In
this case, the in-plane lattice constant starts to change. This is accompanied by a
reduction in strain. For this scenario, the residual strain εres in a nitride layer can
2There might be a possibility to shift the light-hole band energetically upwards and, hence, to
provoke dominant light-hole conduction by anisotropic and/or shear strain engineering in semi-
polar nitrides [71, 72].
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GaN AlN InN
Quantity Unit
Real space properties
a [Å] 3.189 3.112 3.545
c [Å] 5.185 4.982 5.703
u [23] [Å] 0.377 0.382 0.379
Density 1022 [cm-3] 8.9 9.6 6.8
∆a/a to GaN [%] - -2.5 10.0
∆a/a to Al2O3 [%] 13.9 11.7 22.5
Electrical properties
Pspon [µC·cm-2] -3.4 -9.0 -4.2
µe [cm2·V-1s-1] 1250 [16, 17] 800 [76] 14000 [77]
vsat,e 107[cm·s-1] 3.0 [78] 1.4 [78] 5.1 [79]
µh [cm2·V-1s-1] 25 [80] - -
vsat,h 105[cm·s-1] 2.4 [81] - -
EBD 106[V·cm-1] 3.3 8.4 -
Optical properties
Egap (300 K) [eV] 3.43 6.14 0.65-0.68 [82, 83]
bAlGaN [eV] 0.9
bInGaN [eV] 1.7
bAlInN [eV] 2.4-6.3 [84–86]
Table 2.1.: Structural parameters for the binary nitride alloys in the wurtzite phase. If
not otherwise mentioned, taken from [87–89].
be described as:
εres =
arelaxed − anom
anom
, (2.4)
in which arelaxed is the partially relaxed lattice constant. The degree of relax-
ation in a specific layer is normally calculated by taking the lattice constant of the
underlying layer with aRef into account:
R = arelaxed − aRef
anom − aRef . (2.5)
At full relaxation, arelaxed becomes equal to anom. Consequently, it holds R = 1
and εres = 0.
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2.2. Elastic deformation in nitride-based heterostructures
In the pseudomorphic case, for which elastic deformation is necessary, the in-plane
deformation is counterbalanced by an out-of-plane elastic relaxation. As illustrated
in Fig. 2.2, three different cases appear in heteroepitaxy. In the tensile strained case,
anom < aGaN , the crystal expands in-plane and shrinks elastically in c-direction. In
the special case of lattice-matching, anom = aGaN , no stress exists and, hence, no
deformation in the c-direction appears. In the compressively strained case, anom >
aGaN , the crystal is compressed in-plane and stretched elastically in c-direction.
Figure 2.2.: Illustration of the elastic deformation for pseudomorphic growth for three
different cases: the tensile strained case anom < aGaN , the lattice-matched
case anom = aGaN and the compressively strained case anom > aGaN . A
ball-and-stick model is shown in every case to indicate the changing dipole
length.
Generally, for the strain and stress tensors, both normal parts and shear parts have
to be considered. Owing to the wurtzite symmetry in the group III nitride system,
the strain and stress tensors are connected via a (6 × 6) matrix, via Hooke’s law in
Voigt’s notation [23, 74]:
9
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
σxx
σyy
σzz
σyz
σxz
σxy

=

C11 C12 C13 0 0 0
C12 C11 C13 0 0 0
C13 C13 C33 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C44 0
0 0 0 0 0 12(C11 − C12)

·

εxx
εyy
εzz
εyz
εxz
εyz

. (2.6)
Here, σ denotes the stress, ε the strain and C the elastic constants. The (6 × 6)
matrix consists of the elastic constants of the constituent layer. However, for the
in-plane isotropic case εxx = εyy = ε‖ and growth in c-direction, shear parts can be
neglected. Thus, the elastic theory can be simplified:
 σ‖
σ⊥
 =
 C11 + C12 C13
2 · C11 C33
 ·
 ε‖
ε⊥
 (2.7)
(2.8)
For pseudomorphic growth, the in-plane stress σ‖ results directly in in-plane strain
ε‖. Owing to the free surface in c-direction, the out-of-plane stress σ⊥ is always zero.
Hence, the out-of-plane strain ε⊥ is only determined by the elastic constants. With
this assumption, the following relationship can be derived:
σ⊥ = 2ε‖C13 + ε⊥C33 = 0 ⇒ ε⊥ = −2ε‖C13
C33
. (2.9)
The ratio between in-plane and out-of-plane strain is the so-called Poisson ratio
and can be calculated with the elastic constants −2C13/C33.
2.3. Bandgaps of nitride alloys
The bandgaps for the binary nitrides are given in Tab. 2.1. The values increase from
InGaN with 0.65 eV to GaN with 3.43 eV and to AlN with 6.14 eV.
For the calculation of the bandgap of ternary alloys, non-linearities have to be con-
sidered. These non-linearities occur due to a non-linear dependence of the internal
parameter u on the composition [23]. This results in a smaller bandgap compared
to the linear model. The non-linearity is mathematically reflected in bowing param-
eters. For the calculation of the bandgap Eg,AlxIn(1−x)N of e.g. AlInN the following
10
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Figure 2.3.: Bandgap of nitride binaries and ternaries plotted against the in-plane lattice
constant a. While the bowing for AlGaN and InGaN is commonly accepted
to be constant, the bowing for AlInN is controversially discussed.
holds
Eg,AlxIn(1−x)N = xAl · Eg,AlN + (1− xAl) · Eg,InN − bAlInN · xAl · (1− xAl). (2.10)
The bowing parameters b for each ternary compound are given in Tab. 2.1. In
Fig. 2.3, the bandgaps of nitride binaries and ternaries are plotted against the in-
plane lattice constant a. The bowing is commonly assumed to be constant. For
AlGaN, bAlGaN is quite low with 0.9 eV, whereas for InGaN bInGaN is higher with
1.7 eV [90–92].
For AlInN, there is an ongoing discussion about the wide spread of published
values between 2.4 eV and 6.3 eV [84–86]. These discrepancies occur due to several
reasons: In reports older than 10 years, the InN bandgap was believed to be much
larger (1.8 eV) than it is accepted today (0.7 eV) [93–96]. Reports taking the lower
bandgap of 0.7 eV into account still vary in the bowing parameters for reasons which
include: variations in crystal quality, different compositions in either Al-rich or
In-rich regimes, different methods of composition determination and also a strong
Stokes shift in AlInN layers [29, 84, 85, 97]. Investigations on high-quality AlInN
layers generally yield larger bowing parameters of about 5 eV [98, 99]. Latest results
taking the whole compositional range into account and results on quaternary layers
indicate either a linear In-dependent bowing parameter like b(xIn) = A1/(1 + A2 ·
11
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xIn), with A1=15.3 eV and A2=4.8 [100] or a quadratically In-dependent bowing
parameter like b(xIn) = A1/(1 + A2 · x2In), with A1=6.4 eV and A2=1.2 [91, 101].
Calculated bandgap values on basis of the latter two bowing parameters and on basis
of a constant bowing parameters of 4 eV [102] are shown for comparison in Fig. 2.3.
The moderate value of 4 eV represents the maximum value for which a crossing
of the ternary AlInN line and InGaN line in the In-rich regime is prevented. This
crossing is unlikely to reflect real behavior. Apparently both approaches with In-
dependent bowing parameters overcome this issue. When the whole compositional
range of AlInN is regarded, the quadratic In-dependent bowing parameter might be
the best solution [91, 101].
For a first-order calculation of the bandgap in the quaternary system, an equation
in analogy to Eq. 2.10 could be used [91]:
Eg,AlxInyGazN = x · Eg,AlN + y · Eg,InN + z · Eg,GaN
− bAlGaN · xz − bInGaN · yz − bAlInN · xy. (2.11)
with x+ y + z = 1. (2.12)
Here, x denotes the Al content, y denotes the In content and z denotes the Ga
content. It has been discussed that the contribution of a specific ternary bowing
parameter (e.g. bAlInN) is too strong when the quaternary composition is far off from
the respective ternary composition line (e.g. AlInN). Hence, it has been suggested to
use the following equation for the quaternary system, in which each ternary bowing
parameter (e.g. bAlInN) is weighted with the associated compositional fraction (e.g.
x+ y) in the quaternary ensemble (i.e. x+ y + z) [103, 104].
Eg,AlxInyGazN = x · Eg,AlN + y · Eg,InN + z · Eg,GaN
− bAlGaN · xz · (x+ z)− bInGaN · yz · (y + z)− bAlInN · xy · (x+ y). (2.13)
For ternary alloys, Eq. 2.13 yields equal values as the non-weighted Eq. 2.11. For
quaternary AlInGaN, the calculated bandgap values are different depending on the
equation used. This is illustrated with a bandgap contour plot in Fig. 2.4. Compared
to the case of a non-weighted bandgap in Fig. 2.4a, the area of AlInGaN compositions
featuring a larger bandgap than the one of GaN (yellow-to-red) is slightly increased
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in the case of a weighted bandgap in Fig. 2.4b. It is shown in the following paragraphs
that the difference of the bandgap values has a tremendous impact on the feasibility
of polarization-matching AlInGaN layers to GaN for device applications.
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(a) Bandgap calculated with a simple non-
weighted Eq. 2.11.
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Eq. 2.13.
Figure 2.4.: Bandgap contour plot in a ternary diagram for all metal contents
possible in a quaternary nitride layer. The orange lines mark the
compositions with bandgaps equal to that of GaN. The yellow-to-
red colored areas indicate larger bandgaps than the one of GaN.
2.4. Polarization effects
Owing to a missing inversion symmetry in c-direction, wurtzite group III nitrides are
polar materials. The strong deviation between the electronegativities for nitrogen
and the metal atoms leads to a displacement of binding electrons. In the basal
plane, which is spanned by the [11¯00]- and [112¯0]-directions, in-plane symmetry
results in a compensation of the dipoles. In c-direction, however, the vertical bonds
of metal and nitrogen atoms create dipoles ~p, which point in the [0001¯]-direction.
The uncompensated dipoles sum up to a macroscopic polarization component Ptotal,z
in the [0001¯]-direction.
2.4.1. Spontaneous polarization
The inherent polarization in an unstrained crystal is called the Pspon. The value
of Pspon scales linearly with the internal parameter u and is dependent on the con-
stituent metal atom. As listed in Tab. 2.1, Pspon is lower for GaN than for AlN and
InN. Since the internal parameter u changes non-linearly with alloy composition,
Pspon does so as well [23–25].
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2.4.2. Piezoelectric polarization
If a crystal is under biaxial elastic stress, as discussed in the previous Sec. 2.2, a Ppiezo
has to be considered. Because of the elastic deformation present in c-direction, the
value of the internal parameter u changes. With that, the absolute value of the
dipoles change, leading to a Ppiezo, which has to be added to Pspon:
Ptotal = Pspontaneous + Ppiezo. (2.14)
For metal-polar3 wurtzite crystals with in-plane symmetry, an equation can be
derived, connecting Ppiezo with the in-plane strain ε‖:
Ppiezo,z = 2ε‖ ·
(
e31 − C13
C33
e33
)
, (2.15)
with eij being the piezoelectric constants. The key aspect is that for tensile
strained layers, Ppiezo and Pspon are parallel, and for compressively strained layers,
Ppiezo and Pspon are anti-parallel. In the first mentioned case, |Ptotal| becomes larger4,
whereas in the latter case, |Ptotal| is lowered [23–25].
2.4.3. Two-dimensional carrier gases
For a homogeneous crystal consisting of only a single layer, the resulting internal
fields due to the polarization are compensated by charges of opposite signs at the
external surfaces. These charges are not necessarily fixed charges, e.g adsorbed ions
from the ambient and charge trapped in surface states [108, 109]. This is not the
case, when a heterostructure is considered, which consists of a GaN channel and a
barrier layer with Ptotal and Egap both larger than those of GaN. This is shown for
metal-polar heterostructures for two cases in Fig. 2.5.
At first, the typical case of metal polar “barrier on GaN” heterostructure is re-
garded and shown in Fig. 2.5a. According to Gauss’ Law, ρ = ~∇ · ~P , a discontinuity
of the polarization P leads to a fixed charge density ρ. At the interface, Ptotal
changes abruptly in c-direction. The resulting net interface sheet charge density
σint is identical to ∆P between the barrier and the GaN channel:
σint = −∆P = −(Ptotal,barrier − Ptotal,GaN) (2.16)
3Nitride layers grown on sapphire by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) are typically
of metal-polarity owing to a larger decomposition rate for N-polar material [105–107].
4The inherent polarization is negative for group III nitrides. For the sake of simplicity in this
thesis, it is often referred to the absolute value of the polarization.
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For the shown case, σint is positive and fixed at the upper side of the interface.
This leads to an internal electric field and, hence, a slope in the band structure of
the barrier. As a result, the band structure in the GaN is pulled downwards. Due to
the defined concuction band offset ∆EC , a potential well is formed in the conduction
band. When the potential well, which can be approximated by a triangular shape,
reaches the Fermi level, free electrons representing a 2DEG are accumulated.
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(a) Barrier/GaN heterostructure with 2DEG
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Figure 2.5.: Location of fixed interface charges in a metal-polar two-fold het-
erostructure and the corresponding bandstructure.
Even for a heterostructure with intrinsic material, for which the Fermi level is
positioned at midgap, such a 2DEG is formed. The sheet electron density (ns) is
proportional to ∆P and can be understood as a countercharge to the fixed positive
σint. However, for the calculation of the actual value of ns, self-consistent differential
equations have to be solved numerically. A simplified analytical model for ns follows
[32, 110]:
ns =
∆P
e
− 1
e2
· Cb · (ΦB,n −∆EC + ∆)− 1
e2
· Cch,n · Φn. (2.17)
Here, e is the elementary charge, ΦB,n is either the Schottky barrier height or the
surface potential, ∆EC is the conduction band offset at the barrier/GaN interface.
Φn is the position of the conduction band with respect to the Fermi level at the
bottom of the GaN channel. The last term in Eq. 2.17 is negligible for thick GaN
buffers (tGaN > tbarrier). Cb and Cch,n is the area-specific capacitance of the barrier
and the GaN n-channel, respectively. It is defined as
Cindex =
0 · r,index
tindex
, (2.18)
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in which 0 is the permittivity of free space. r,index and tindex are the relative
dielectric constant and the thickness of the constituent layer, respectively. ∆ is
the penetration depth of the triangular well with respect to the Fermi level. It is
a function of ns itself and inverse proportional to the effective mass meff of the
carriers [111]:
∆ = pi~
2
meff
· ns. (2.19)
For the case of the metal-polar “GaN on barrier” heterostructure in Fig. 2.5b,
an analogous model can be derived. It is still assumed that compared to GaN,
the barrier layer features both a higher bandgap and larger Ptotal. Then, the net
interface charge density σint is negative and the associated valence band structure
leads to the formation of a 2DHG, as illustrated in 2.5b. An analytical expression
to calculate the sheet hole density (ps) in such a 2DHG has already been derived in
[112]. It holds:
ps =
∆P
e
− 1
e2
· Cb · (Φp −∆EV )− 1
e2
· Cch,p · ΦB,p. (2.20)
Due to the interchanged layer structure, the GaN p-channel capacitance Cch,p is
multiplied with the p-type Schottky barrier height ΦB,p. Φp denotes the position of
the Fermi level with respect to the valence band at the bottom of the barrier. The
penetration depth ∆ for a 2DHG is negligible, since meff is one order of magnitude
larger for holes compared to electrons [64, 69, 70].
For the actual generation of a 2DHG in the experimental part of this thesis, a
double heterostructure is used, which consists of a GaN buffer, a barrier layer and a
topmost GaN p-channel5. The layer stack and the associated bandstructure of the
used double heterostructure is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
In such a double heterostructure, both a 2DEG and a 2DHG exist. The respective
carrier densities are correlated by the following first-order approximation [112, 113]:
ps = ns − Cch,pΦB,p
e2
. (2.21)
Here, ΦB,p is the Schottky barrier height, Cch,p is the area-specific capacitance of
the upper p-channel GaN. The 2DHG density depends only on the 2DEG density6
and a depletion term, the latter accounting for the surface depletion by the p-type
Schottky barrier and the p-channel capacitance.
5It will be shown in the experimental Part I, that an embedded thin barrier can be deposited in
a superior crystal quality compared to thick backbarriers.
6The 2DEG density is fixed in the double heterostructure, as long as a 2DHG exists [112, 113].
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Figure 2.6.: Band diagram of a double heterostructure consisting of a lower GaN n-
channel and an upper GaN p-channel with an embedded barrier. Conduction
and valence bands as well as the accumulated 2DHG (blue) and 2DEG (red)
densities. The associated polarization charges are given at each interface.
After [112].
As has been shown, Eq. 2.17 for ns in a 2DEG and Eq. 2.20 for ps in a 2DHG
contain the term ∆P
e
. The intentional adjustment of ∆P is the essential method
in this thesis to influence the density of polarization-induced carrier gases and is
denoted as polarization engineering.
2.5. Heterostructure field effect transistors
The working principle of GaN-based HFETs is briefly introduced here. These tran-
sistors are unipolar devices. Generally, n-channel devices can be realized by using
the 2DEG as the channel in “barrier on GaN” heterostructures and p-channel de-
vices can be realized by using the 2DHG as the channel in “GaN on barrier” het-
erostructures. The basic device structure is schematically shown in Fig. 2.7a for the
n-channel HFET and in Fig. 2.7b for the p-channel HFET. In the access region,
ohmic contacts to the 2DEG/2DHG form the source and the drain. The intrinsic
device is defined as the region below the gate contact, which is realized as a Schottky
diode. A potential insulator between the semiconductor and the metal gate contact
might be used for the reduction of gate leakage currents.
By applying a gate source voltage VGS, the carrier density ns/ps in the channel
can be modulated via the field effect. A simple charge control model yields the
following relation between ns and VGS [114, 115]:
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(a) n-Channel (2DEG) HFET on a barrier/GaN het-
erostructure.
(b) p-Channel (2DHG) HFET on a GaN/barrier/GaN
double heterostructure.
Figure 2.7.: Schematic illustration of the HFET device principle including
source, drain and gate contacts.
ns =
Cb
e
· (VGS − Vth). (2.22)
The threshold voltage (Vth) is defined as the gate voltage at which ns is depleted.
With no bias applied on the gate (VGS = 0), the following equation is valid for the
n-channel heterostructure:
Vth,n = − e
Cb
· ns. (2.23)
For the p-channel double heterostructure, it holds [112]
Vth,p =
e
Cch,p
· ps (2.24)
= e
Cch,p
· ns − ΦB,p
e
. (2.25)
The Eqs. 2.23 and 2.25 obviously show that Vth can be changed in either case
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by the value of the polarization-induced ns under the barrier, which is a function
of ∆P between barrier and GaN (Eq. 2.17). Hence, the adjustment of ∆P allows
for a control over Vth. This is especially interesting for HFET applications to gain
normally-off behavior. To achieve this, Vth must be shifted to positive values for n-
channel devices and to negative values for p-channel HFET. It will shown for both
n-channel and p-channel HFETs that it is possible to realize either transistor char-
acteristic by polarization engineering: depletion mode (d-mode) and enhancement
mode (e-mode) behavior.
2.6. The quaternary approach
Quaternary alloys cover the full parameter space of material properties, e.g. bandgap
Egap and lattice constant a, in the nitride system, framed by the binaries and the
ternaries. With quaternary AlInGaN, it is theoretically possible to change material
parameters (a, Egap, Ptotal) independently of each other. This enables an adjustment
of a specific Ptotal in an AlInGaN layer while maintaining a large Egap, which can be
exploited in (opto)electronic devices, e.g. HFETs and LEDs.
However, the controversy about the ternary AlInN bowing parameters and the
bandgap equations makes the polarization engineering approach a challenging task.
To elucidate this issue, the bandgap is plotted as a function of the lattice constant
a in Fig. 2.8. Additionally, Ptotal, calculated for pseudomorphic growth on GaN,
is shown in the quaternary parameter space as a contour in different colors. The
parameters for this calculation are taken from an earlier publication [104]. The
black contour lines indicate compositions with equal values of Ptotal. Polarization-
matching compositions to GaN are highlighted with a red line. Further, commonly
used ternary compositions, which are Al0.25Ga0.75N and Al0.83In0.17N, are shown.
Additionally, measured bandgap values, determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry
(SE) [91, 101], for several AlInN compositions with different In contents between
6% and 19% are plotted as red circles for comparison.
A case study for six different parameter sets is presented in Fig. 2.8: The recently
published bowing parameters discussed in Sec. 2.1, which are a constant value of 4 eV
[102], a linearly In-dependent bowing parameter like b(xIn) = A1/(1+A2 ·xIn) [100]
and a quadratically In-dependent bowing parameter like b(xIn) = A1/(1 +A2 · x2In)
[91] are shown here as examples. The case study includes calculations for each
bowing parameters with both the non-weighted Eq. 2.11 in Fig. 2.8a, 2.8c, and 2.8e
and the weighted bandgap Eq. 2.13 in Fig. 2.8b, 2.8d, and 2.8f.
In the case of the non-weighted bandgaps (Fig. 2.8a, 2.8c, and 2.8e), it is interest-
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(a) Non-weighted bandgap,
b = 4 eV [102].
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(b) Weighted bandgap,
b = 4 eV [102].
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(c) Non-weighted bandgap,
b(xIn) = A1/(1 +A2 · xIn),
with A1=15.3 eV and A2=4.8 [100].
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(d) Weighted bandgap,
b(xIn) = A1/(1 +A2 · xIn),
with A1=15.3 eV and A2=4.8 [100].
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(e) Non-weighted bandgap,
b(xIn) = A1/(1 +A2 · x2In),
with A1=6.4 eV and A2=1.2 [91].
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(f) Weighted bandgap,
b(xIn) = A1/(1 +A2 · x2In),
A1=6.4 eV and A2=1.2 [91].
Figure 2.8.: Bandgap diagrams plotted over the lattice constant a with differ-
ent bowing parameters for AlInN. Either a non-weighted a), c)
and e) or a weighted bandgap equation b), d) and f) is applied.
The calculated bandgap values for the typical ternary barrier lay-
ers Al0.25Ga0.75N (purple star) and Al0.83In0.17N (orange star) as
well as measured bandgap values for several AlInN layers (red cir-
cles) with different compositions are shown.20
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ing that only for the constant bowing parameter (2.8a), the polarization-matching
red line shows larger bandgaps than the one of GaN. In both In-dependent cases,
compositions with equal polarizations to GaN exhibit smaller bandgaps than the
one of GaN. Since the bandgaps of polarization-matched barriers are not large
enough to form a positive conduction band offset, this has a detrimental effect
on the feasibility for heterostructures with low ∆P . In the case of the weighted
bandgap (Fig. 2.8b, 2.8d, and 2.8f), this issue is not observed. In every graph, the
polarization-matching line is bending upwards, illustrating larger bandgaps than the
one of GaN. In these cases, polarization-matched AlInGaN barriers with sufficiently
large conduction band offsets to GaN are possible.
Due to the wide spread of bandgap calculation parameters, the case study pre-
sented here shows a quite confusing picture. To identify the most accurate cases,
the measured bandgap values for AlInN are regarded. Obviously, for a quadratically
In-dependent bowing parameter in the two latter cases in Fig. 2.8e and 2.8f, the
ternary line comes closest to the measured values. In particular for lattice-matched
Al0.83In0.17N with a measured bandgap of about 4.3 eV the aggreement is very good
[91, 101]. Still, it remains rather unclear whether true polarization-matching with
quaternary layers is possible while maintaining a larger bandgap than the one of
GaN. In the case of a weighted bandgap calculation (Eq. 2.13), which is shown
in Fig. 2.8f, polarization-matching AlInGaN/GaN heterostructures are theoretically
possible. Despite the uncertain bandgap for polarization-matching AlInGaN, the
tendency to lower polarizations with increasing compressive strain can definitely be
utilized. It will be discussed in the experimental part of this thesis to what extent
this approach is feasible for device applications.
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Chapter 3
Epitaxy and characterization methods
In this chapter, the methods for fabrication and charaterization of nitride layers and
heterostructures are introduced. A wide range of different analysis methods have
been utilized for this thesis. However, detailed descriptions are only given for the
most specific and not commonly known analysis methods.
3.1. Metal organic vapor phase epitaxy
For this thesis, all layers and heterostructures were grown by MOVPE1. Epitaxial
growth was performed in different AIXTRON MOVPE reactors [116]. These reac-
tors are high-temperature systems, which allow for temperatures exceeding 1300 ◦C.
The process set temperature (TSet) is coupled to the power feeded into the system.
However, the actual growth surface temperature (TSurface) on the wafer differs from
TSet due to thermal losses. TSurface is measured by an external in-situ monitoring
system produced by LayTec [117]. The system combines a true-temperature pyrom-
eter module with measurements of the optical reflectance at different wavelengths.
This enables in-situ monitoring and control of the actual TSurface on the wafer and
the growth rate during epitaxy.
If not otherwise mentioned, most of the experiments were performed in an AIX
200/4 RF-S reactor with gas foil rotation in a 2-inch configuration, shown in Fig. 3.1a.
The reactor is based on the principle of a horizontal laminar gas flow. All parts guid-
ing the gas flow consist of quartz and can be cleaned easily in KOH and HF baths.
The SiC coated graphite parts are inductively heated by an RF coil during epitaxy.
Owing to its small size, the AIX 200/4 RF-S is the fastest MOVPE system in terms
of heating and cooling time. This allows for a quick change in process conditions,
which is advantageous for achieving high interface qualities.
Several experiments were performed in a close-coupled showerhead (CCS) system
in a 3 × 2-inch configuration [118]. A side view schematic is shown in Fig. 3.1b.
1Other synonyms for this technique used in literature are metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD) and organo-metallic vapor phase epitaxy (OMVPE).
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(a) AIX 200/4 RF-S reactor with horizontal gas flow.
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(b) CCS system in a 3 × 2-inch configuration
Figure 3.1.: Schematic drawings of the MOVPE reactors used in this thesis.
The showerhead concept distributes the process gases homogeneously over the entire
showerhead lid. The inlets of the group III and V precursors are separated in small
tubes in the showerhead surface, which leads to a uniform distribution of gases.
Compared to horizontal flow designs, this design allows for a much smaller distance
between inlets and wafer. Hence, precursors need to travel a much smaller distance
in the process preventing parasitic gas phase pre-reactions. A rotating SiC-coated
susceptor is heated by a tungston coil resistive heater in a CCS system.
3.1.1. Basic principle and precursors
For the supply of the group III metal species (Al, In and Ga), the standard pre-
cursors trimethylaluminum (TMAl), trimethylindium (TMIn) and trimethylgallium
(TMGa) are used. For the Ga incorporation in specific layers, e.g. thin InGaN
films, the precursor triethylgallium (TEGa) is more common and it was also used
here for this purpose. Owing to the possibility to adjust smaller molar flows than
with TMGa because of a small mass flow controller setup of the system, TEGa was
tested for some quaternary AlInGaN layers as well.
The growth chemistry of GaN MOVPE contains mainly two fundamental reac-
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tion paths [119]: The first pathway is the separate thermal decomposition (pyrol-
ysis) of ammonia (NH3) to N radicals, and the metalorganics, e.g. TMGa to radi-
cal fragments. These are dimethylgallium (DMGa) and finally monomethylgallium
(MMGa) [120]. The dissociation energy for MMGa is twice as large as for DMGa
leading to a much longer residence time in the gas phase [119]. Due to a tempera-
ture gradient towards the wafer surface, a boundary layer exists in proximity to the
surface, in which the largest density of MMGa radicals is located. In this boundary
layer, more and more MMGa is dissociated. Finally, elemental Ga is present at the
wafer surface for adsorption. The second pathway describes the adduct formation
of TMGa:NH3, which can react to DMGa:NH2 by the elimination of methane. Fi-
nally, a trimer [DMGa:NH2]3 can form, which reacts to 3GaN + 6CH4 [119]. The
adduct formation finally leads to large amounts of GaN and methane molecules and
is generally assumed to be a parasitic reaction which degrades the crystal quality
and consumes precursor material.
The precursor gas for nitrogen is NH3. The temperature-dependent cracking ef-
ficiency of NH3 is generally low at typical MOVPE temperatures in the range of
700 ◦C to 1300 ◦C with values of only several percent [120–122]. For nitride epitaxy,
however, a catalyst effect occurs in the boundary layer due to the high density of
Ga atoms and MMGa radicals leading to an enhanced cracking of NH3 [121]. Fur-
ther, to establish a sufficient supply of N radicals, the molar flow of NH3 typically
exceeds that of the metalorganics by 2 to 4 orders of magnitude. The choice of such
high V/III molar flow ratios along with a high TSurface overcomes the issue that the
growth rate is limited by the cracking efficiency of NH3. Thus, the growth rate can
be controlled almost linearly by the metalorganic precursor fluxes.
To reduce the probability of parasitic adduct formation, several measures are to
be taken. First, metalorganics and ammonia need to be separated for as long as
possible, before they are mixed in the gas phase. Here, the small distance of the
CCS is quite advantageous. In the horizontal reactor, a separation plate between
the group III and ammonia inlets is installed. Second, the pyrolysis of TMGa
should be as fast as possible. Again, the CCS is superior, because it features a
stronger temperature gradient. However, beyond the reactor design, the choice of
the carrier gas has also an influence on the precursor decomposition rate. Hydrogen
(H2) generally boosts the pyrolysis [123, 124]. For this reason, H2 is normally used
as the carrier gas for nitride epitaxy. For epitaxy of In-containing layers, however,
nitrogen (N2) serves as the carrier gas since H2 hampers In incorporation strongly
[125].
As dopant sources for nitride epitaxy, bis-cyclopentadienyl-magnesium (Cp2Mg)
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and silane (SiH4) were used for p-type (Mg acceptor) and n-type (Si donor) doping,
respectively.
3.1.2. Foreign substrates for GaN epitaxy
Three substrate materials have been mainly utilized for GaN heteroepitaxy and
GaN-based devices: sapphire (Al2O3), silicon carbide (SiC) and silicon (Si) [28,
89, 126]. Neither of them is a perfect choice. The appropriate substrate has to
be selected by considering requirements for each device, e.g. material properties,
industry standards or costs.
For nitrides in transistor applications, SiC is superior as a substrate, not only
due to the very small lattice mismatch of 3.5% to GaN, but also from aspects
of material properties [126]. The thermal conductivity of 3.0 - 3.8W·K-1cm-1 is
one order of magnitude higher than for e.g. sapphire with 0.2 - 0.4WK-1cm-1 [89].
Hence, heat can be dissipated much more efficiently, which is an essential issue for
commercial electronics. However, the fabrication process of SiC substrates is very
time-consuming and, hence, these substrates are more than 100 times more expensive
than sapphire [20]. Thus, SiC is rarely used in university research activities.
From an industry point of view, III nitride growth on Si is very attractive ow-
ing to several advantages, e.g. low-cost, availability of large-size substrates and all
types of conductivities [127]. Further, one could envision an, although challenging,
integration of III nitride devices with Si technology. The mainstream approach is
to grow GaN on planar Si(111) substrates for the reason of the trigonal plane sym-
metry [128]. The large mismatch between the thermal expansion coefficients is a
severe obstacle for GaN epitaxy on Si(111) and demands for sophisticated strain-
engineering methods [129, 130]. By patterning, the coalesced film deposited by
selective area growth can be reduced, which mitigates the necessity for excessive
strain-compensation [131–133]. Another approach is to use Si(100) substrates, in
which non-planar Si{111} facets can be uncovered by e.g. wet-chemical anisotropic
etching in Si. Here, selective area growth is performed on the exposed Si{111} facets.
All heterostructures investigated in this work were deposited on two inch c-plane
sapphire substrates with an offcut between 0.2% and 0.3% towards m-plane. With
the above mentioned substrates for GaN epitaxy, this substrate choice is the most
common one for research due to several reasons: First, it is reasonably cheap2.
Second, for LED industry, sapphire has been developed for over 20 years and still
2The price for 2-inch sapphire wafers are comparable to the price for 2-inch silicon wafers. For
larger wafer sizes, sapphire substrates are 2 to 5 times more expensive than silicon substrates
but 100 times cheaper than SiC substrates.
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dominates the market [134]. Thus, commercially available sapphire substrates ex-
hibit a very high quality in terms of material properties and reproducibility. Third,
the growth procedure for achieving high crystal quality buffer layers is relatively
straight-forward compared to growth on silicon. The small thermal conductivity
of sapphire between 0.2 - 0.4WK-1cm-1 is, however, a major drawback for HFET
applications.
Like the III nitrides, sapphire features a hexagonal unit cell [28, 89]. The thermal
expansion coefficient of 7.5·10-6K-1 is only slightly larger than that of GaN with
5.6·10-6K-1 [28]. The similar thermal expansion coefficients are beneficial, because
the thermal shrinking of the lattices of the sapphire substrate and the epitaxial film
during cool-down process is not significant, which prevents cracking of the film. Re-
garding the lattice mismatch, sapphire is not an ideal candidate to grow on. The
nitride crystal is by 30 ◦ rotated on sapphire. Still, the lattice mismatch remains
rather high at -13.2% and -15.9% for AlN and GaN, respectively [28, 89]. The result-
ing large compressive strain results in immediately relaxed nuclei on sapphire. Two
major challenges arise from this incoherence of nucleation and substrate: First, dif-
ferent polarities are possible on the Al-terminated sapphire [135], depending strongly
on treatment before growth and growth conditions [105, 136–138]. Second, for AlN
growth, the so-called step bouncing occurs, which leads to abrupt super steps in the
layer with heights of several nm [139–141]. The origin of these super steps is likely
to be found in the small surface diffusion length of Al. However, all these issues can
be controlled by properly adjusting the growth parameters, which will be presented
in Sec. 4.1.
3.2. X-ray diffraction
A powerful technique for the characterization of crystals in terms of structural prop-
erties is X-ray diffraction (XRD). It is a non-destructive and fast measurement,
which allows for a high level of accuracy. In this thesis, XRD measurements were
performed on a Panalytical X’Pert material research diffractometer (MRD) equipped
with a channel-cut hybrid 2-crystal Ge(220) monochromator with X-ray mirror. The
diffracted beam can either be collected with an open detector or with an additional
Ge(220) analyzer crystal. The latter “Triple Axis” geometry works as a filter to
reduce the beam divergence. Owing to the increased resolution, this technique is
also denoted as high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD). The X-ray beam has
the wavelength λ of the Kα, 1 line of Cu, which is 0.1540598 nm. An elaborated
discussion on XRD on III nitrides can be found in literature [142]. Here, only a brief
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overview on the methods used in this thesis is given.
A descriptive image for aiding comprehension is presented by a cross section
through the reciprocal space in Fig. 3.2. Real lattice planes are represented by
reciprocal lattice points in the reciprocal space, e.g. the (1¯015) point displays the
constructive interference of the diffracted beam at (1¯105) planes. This correlation
is also described by the Ewald sphere shown as a circle with a radius of the length
of the incident vector k
¯i
. The length is inversely proportional to the wavelength λ
of the X-ray beam. If for an appropriate configuration of crystal and diffractometer
the circle crosses a reciprocal lattice point, constructive interference occurs. Then,
the scattering vector S
¯
, which is equal to k
¯d
−k
¯i
points to a reciprocal lattice point.
The scattering vector S
¯
is always perpendicular to the respective real lattice planes
and serves as the probe to scan the reciprocal space. In the schematic, only the
most relevant reflexes for this thesis are included. To fulfill the Bragg condition for
asymmetric reflexes, an ω offset has to be applied. It follows that ω 6= Θ. However,
for some reflexes it is necessary to use a skew geometry, in which the sample has to
be tilted in Ψ to perform a quasi-symmetric scan (ω = Θ).
In the following, a description of the most important scan-methods in this thesis
is given.
Optimization scans For an accurate alignment of the sample’s crystal, several op-
timization scans have to be performed. For this, φ, ω and ψ line scans are
performed alternately to determine the actual peak position. The offsets,
which are finally corrected, are due to several reasons like substrate offcuts,
crystal mis-orientation or misalignment of the sample on the wafer holder.
Rocking curve Rocking curve is an alternative notation for an ω scan, normally
agreed to be performed with open detector to assess the crystal quality of
an epi-layer. The FWHM value of such an ω-scan can be correlated to the
crystal quality. From a series of symmetrical (ω=Θ) scans, it is possible to
extract the lateral coherence length and the mosaic lattice tilt from screw-
and mixed-type dislocations [142]. The mosaic lattice twist caused by edge-
and mixed-type dislocations can be assessed by quasi-symmetric scans (skew,
compare the (101¯2) reflex in Fig. 3.2) [142, 143]. Asymmetrical (ω 6= Θ) scans,
e.g. the (101¯5) scan, are often used when the intensity of skew scans is too
low.
However, the exact determination of the dislocation density is a complex issue
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Figure 3.2.: Schematic cross section through the reciprocal space. The Ewald construc-
tion with S
¯
=k
¯d
−k
¯i
is also included. The relevant reflexes for the analysis
in this thesis are shown exemplarily for fully relaxed GaN and AlN schemat-
ically. The movement of the scattering vector S
¯
with changing goniometer
angles is illustrated by the arrows. The grey area is measureable in skew
geometry.
which has led to controversial discussions [142]. Simple equations for calcu-
lating dislocation densities from full width at half maximum (FWHM) values
of only a single reflex have been suggested to be adopted to GaN from other
material systems [144–148]. As a result, while the FWHM values can be de-
termined reliable and accurately, the dislocation densities depend strongly on
the calculation method. Hence, comparing FWHM values is faster and often
more precise within a sample series. In the case, when the exact values for
the dislocation density is not needed, the comparison of the FWHM values of
a symmetrical scan, e.g. the (0002), and a quasi-symmetrical scan (skew), e.g.
(101¯2), is sufficient.
HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scan The HRXRD 2Θ-ω symmetric scan yields a high de-
gree of information. Since symmetric scans move through all (symmetric)
peaks from a heterostructure (compare the (0004) reflex in Fig. 3.2), a compo-
sitional analysis of pseudomorphic binary and ternary alloys is possible from
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the analysis of the peak positions. Exemplary scans for a AlInN/GaN/AlN
heterostructures taken with two different detector setups are given in Fig. 3.3a:
first, a scan with an open detector (OD); second, a scan with triple axis ge-
ometry, which uses an additional analyzer crystal to define the direction of
2Θ. When the diffracted beam intensity is high enough, the triple axis (TA)
geometry should be used to enable a high resolution and to reveal the so-called
fringe (Pendellösung) oscillations. The fringe spacing is related to the thick-
ness of a barrier or the periodicity of a superlattice (e.g. MQW).
For heterostructures with more than two separate layers with different com-
pounds, e.g. multi-layer barriers, the observed fringe oscillations are more com-
plex. Absolute peak positions are not distinct anymore. Here, numerical fit-
tings of the measurement curves are necessary to extract structural properties.
Asymetrical 2Θ-ω scans are in most cases not very informative, since the scan
direction is radial in the reciprocal space and, hence, most peaks are off that
line-scan (compare the (202¯4) reflex in Fig. 3.2).
HRXRD reciprocal space mapping (RSM) A RSM delivers a full cross section of
the reciprocal space. It consists most commonly of 2Θ-ω scans, which are taken
over a specific ω-range (compare the RSM of the (101¯5) reflex in Fig. 3.2).
Then, a transformation from 2Θ-ω / ω values to reciprocal lattice units Qx
(in-plane) / Qz (out of plane) is performed. An example of a (101¯5) RSM for
the AlInN/GaN/AlN heterostructures is given in 3.3b.
By analyzing the exact position of the layer peaks, accurate lattice constants
can be derived from a RSM and with that, a very precise description of the
strain state of each layer in a heterostructure can be performed. In an asym-
metrical mapping, the in-plane relaxation to nominal lattice parameters is
depicted intuitively by a shift in the Qx position.
3.3. Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) is a scattering analysis technique
which yields depth-resolved information about the exact chemical composition of a
crystal film. A high-energy ion beam, using 1.4MeV He+ ions, is scattered elastically
at target atoms. The energy of the backscattered ions is measured and the energy
loss can be correlated to the mass of the target atoms and the depth of the scattering
event. More details on the measurement setup and technique can be found in [149].
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Figure 3.3.: Exemplary HRXRD measurements on a sample with a lattice-
matched Al83%In17%N barrier with a thickness of 42 nm on a
GaN/AlN buffer.
Exemplarily, a simple layer stack consisting of an AlN buffer with a thickness of
1µm and a top AlInGaN layer with a thickness of 90 nm is discussed here and shown
in Fig. 3.4a. The RBS spectra are shown in Fig. 3.4b.
The random spectrum (blue circles) is recorded at a scattering angle of 170 ◦. This
ensures that the effective cross section is large, because ion channeling is prevented.
This results in a large signal, which is beneficial for an accurate analysis. Since
scattering events at atoms with large masses lead to a smaller loss in energy of
backscattered ions, high-energy ions are correlated to heavy atoms. Hence, the signal
belonging to In is located at higher energy values than the signal for Al. Because
ions lose energy while moving through the crystal, the buffer structure, here AlN,
is detectable at even lower energies. By taking this energy loss into account for the
simulation (red curve) of the spectrum, thicknesses of individual layers can also be
determined.
The channeling spectrum (green squares) is measured after alignment of the [0001]
sample normal with respect to the incoming ion beam. This allows for a dominant
channeling effect of ions through the crystal. To evaluate the crystal quality, the
ratio of intensities of the channeling spectrum and the random spectrum, also called
RBS channeling value (χRBS,min), is calculated. A larger χRBS,min displays a weaker
channeling effect owing to an inferior crystal structure. This can be related to e.g.
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alloy disorder, inhomogeneities, interstitials or impurities.
Especially for quaternary AlInGaN layers, for which several compositions exhibit
equal lattice constants and, hence, XRD analysis cannot separate between specific
compositions, RBS is an excellent method to acquire a depth-resolved composition
profile. This helps not only to determine an accurate composition, but it also reveals
changes in composition with thickness. Compositional pulling effects are widely
observed for In-containing layers. By using a combined method of XRD and RBS,
a very accurate determination of the evolution of composition and relaxation in a
quaternary AlInGaN film is possible [150].
AlN ~ 1 µm
Al0.76In0.10Ga0.14N
90 nm
(a) Schematic layer stack.
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Figure 3.4.: Example of RBS measurements of a AlInGaN/AlN heterostructure.
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Chapter 4
Growth and structural properties of AlInGaN layers
on GaN
In this first experimental chapter, basic material investigations on GaN/AlN buffer
structures and on quaternary AlInGaN barrier layers are presented. First, the typ-
ical GaN/AlN buffer structure on sapphire is discussed. Thereafter, several aspects
concerning challenges in epitaxial growth of AlInGaN are highlighted. In the follow-
ing sections, the influence of the main growth parameters on structural properties
and crystal quality of AlInGaN alloys is described.
4.1. Buffer layer concept on sapphire
Prior to the discussion of experimental results on AlInGaN layers, the typical layer
stack used for heterostructure field effect transistors (HFETs) is briefly introduced
and shown in Fig. 4.1a. The buffer on sapphire consists of a 25 nm low-temperature
(LT)-AlN nucleation layer and a 300 nm high-temperature (HT)-AlN layer followed
by a 3µm GaN layer. For the generation of a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG),
a quaternary AlInGaN layer with variable thickness in the range between 10 nm and
500 nm is used together with an interfacial 1 nm AlN spike. The important features
of each layer are given in the following.
Owing to the large lattice mismatch and the resulting high compressive strain
in nitride nucleation layers on sapphire, the growth sequence needs to be adjusted
properly [126, 151]. Therefore, a three-dimensional growth mode is initiated in the
beginning of the growth by depositing a LT-nucleation layer. Subsequently, the
temperature is ramped up. This annealing step is necessary for the recrystallization
of the poly-crystalline nucleation layer. As a result, a single-crystalline orientation
necessary for subsequent growth is obtained [151, 152]. Then, a HT-layer can be
grown with a high crystal quality. The two-temperature step growth can be applied
to either GaN or AlN [153–157]. To achieve a semi-insulating behavior, e.g. for
HFET applications, it is advantageous to deposit AlN before GaN. It has been shown
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Figure 4.1.: Typical layer stack sequence on a sapphire substrate.
that oxygen is likely to outdiffuse from the sapphire and that it is incorporated in
the adjacent layer up to a few hundred nm [158, 159]. Oxygen acts as a shallow
donor in GaN with an ionization energy in the range of the thermal energy at room
temperature [160]. Thus, GaN buffers directly grown on sapphire are typically
conductive [161, 162].
This can be prevented by using an underlying AlN layer, in which the oxygen
donor has a large ionization energy above 2 eV [157]. As indicated in Fig. 4.1, for
all samples investigated in this work, a HT-AlN layer (1250 ◦C and 25 hPa) on top
of a LT-AlN nucleation layer (760 ◦C and 50 hPa) is deposited first. As determined
by wet-etch analysis [138, 151], the relatively thick (25 nm) nucleation layer and a
TMAl-preflow of 10 sec ensures a pure metal-face polarity of AlN and subsequent
layers1. The pure polarity in the whole stack is a necessity for accurate polarization
engineering in the active layers.
To ensure a low dislocation density, the GaN buffer (1060 ◦C, 300 hPa) thickness
is in the range of 3 µm. Owing to the small critical thickness of GaN on AlN, the
GaN buffer layer shows a high degree of relaxation of about 90% ± 5% determined
by HRXRD [163, 164]. The dislocation density is assessed by FWHM values of XRD
rocking curves, as desribed in 3.2. Typically measured FWHM values for both AlN
and the GaN buffer are 100-150 arcsec for the (0002) reflex and 500-700 arcsec for the
(101¯2) reflex. These FWHM values for the buffer layers on sapphire are comparable
1MOVPE nitride layers grown on sapphire are typically of metal-polarity owing to larger decom-
position rate for N-polar material [105–107]. For certain growth conditions, however, mixed
polarity of AlN has been observed [151].
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to state of the art technology [151, 165]. Taking these values into account, the screw-
type dislocation density is calculated to be in the range of low 1010 cm-2, which is a
typical value for GaN/AlN buffers with 1-5 µm thickness on sapphire [166–168].
On top of GaN, a quaternary AlInGaN barrier is deposited for the generation of a
2DEG at the interface. Electrical properties of such a 2DEG will be investigated in
Chap. 6. The growth conditions and structural properties of AlInGaN are presented
in the following sections.
A thin AlN spike between the barrier and the GaN buffer has been intensively
used in literature for the enhancement of the 2DEG mobility [169–173]. Generally,
the insertion of an AlN interlayer leads to a large conduction band offset in the
band structure, which reduces the probability for electrons to penetrate into the
barrier. Hence, alloy disorder scattering in the barrier becomes less probable. The
improved electron confinement at the interface, however, leads to a higher sensitivity
to the interface roughness [174]. Several studies on the AlN spike thickness have
shown an optimum at around 1.0 nm [169, 174, 175]. For thicker AlN spikes, the
interface quality decreases due to plastic deformation of the AlN spike [176, 177].
The determination of the exact thickness of AlN of approximately 1 nm is challenging
and cannot be performed on every sample presented here. However, several reference
studies by HRXRD, TEM and electrical measurements confirm that the target of
1 nm was successfully achieved by an AlN growth time of about 1min.
The corresponding growth surface temperature (TSurface) and typical reflectance
traces at 620 nm for the layer sequence are plotted in Fig. 4.1b. Growth oscillations
with a constant average intensity are observed for all layers, which is a clear sign
for a stable epitaxial growth process.
4.2. Growth challenges of AlInGaN
The fabrication of quaternary AlInGaN layers is generally challenging. Several issues
have to be addressed. The most critical aspect is probably the growth surface
temperature (TSurface) which determines the In incorporation. Unlike for the binary
compounds, GaN and AlN, or for the ternary alloy AlGaN, for which the process
window of suitable growth conditions is rather wide, for AlInGaN, it turns out to be
quite narrow. AlN is usually grown at high TSurface between 1100 ◦C and 1400 ◦C
[106, 107]. For GaN, TSurface is lower between 900 ◦C and 1100 ◦C [154]. Thus,
ternary AlGaN can be grown at high TSurface and in a wide range. For AlGaN, the
composition is usually weakly dependent on TSurface. It is rather affected by other
growth parameters, e.g. precursor flux and reactor pressure [178, 179].
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For growth of In-containing nitride layers, the large vapor pressure of In has to
be considered. Compared to Ga and Al, In is the most volatile element leading to
a strong desorption rate [180, 181]. Further in comparison with the bond strengths
of AlN and GaN, the one of InN is weaker. To account for this, TSurface has to
be chosen as low as possible. For pure InN growth, a TSurface between 500 ◦C and
650 ◦C is used [182, 183]. Further, the gas phase is normally intentionally saturated
with the In precursor [184]. To achieve a high crystal quality for ternary InGaN
and AlInN, a compromise has to be made in adjusting an intermediate temperature.
As an example, for ternary AlInN lattice-matched to GaN, it is generally agreed
on a TSurface not larger than 800 ◦C [151]. Based on results of thermodynamic
modeling, it has been suggested to adjust TSurface between 700 ◦C and 800 ◦C and
to use nitrogen as the carrier gas in order to prevent liquid alloy formation during
epitaxy of AlInGaN [185].
Another challenging limitation for the growth of AlInGaN is the reactor pressure.
For efficient In incorporation, high reactor pressures are favored. In contrast, the Al
precursor has a strong tendency for pre-reactions in the gas phase at high pressure,
which leads to an effective loss in Al [186–188]. Depending on the reactor design2,
this effect puts an upper limit to the pressure [188]. The upper pressure limit for
effective Al incorporation in AlInGaN is estimated in this work to be 150 hPa for
the horizontal-flow AIX 200/4 RF-S reactor [150].
A further complication in the growth of AlInGaN is the different strength of
Al-N, Ga-N and In-N bonds. In the ideal case of a homogeneous distribution of
atoms, a statistic length variation will result in a mean lattice parameter. For a
real crystal, however, locally different bond lengths lead to inhomogeneities in the
lattice. These result in strain variations and clustering effects on the nanoscale or
even in phase segregation. Theoretical calculations predict a thermodynamically
unstable mixing region for both cubic and wurtzite nitride alloys, except for AlGaN
[189–194]. For In-containing ternary layers, phase segregation is predicted to start at
12%-17% leading to a miscibility gap in the phase diagram. However, experimental
results on ternary AlInN MOVPE have overcome the predicted limit showing a
much smaller miscibility gap [195]. Up to In contents of 50%, single-phase crystals
have been presented. Biaxial tensile strain is most likely to stabilize a thin single-
phase layer [190, 195]. Phase separation occurred experimentally only in the highly
compressively strained region. Results on MBE-grown AlInN on N-polar GaN have
2The effective distance from precursor inlet to the substrate has to be considered here. As an
example, in an horizontal-flow reactor like the AIX 200/4 RF-S, this distance is around 100-
150mm, much larger than for a showerhead design with 5-25mm.
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shown single-crystalline AlInN over the entire composition range [98]. Hence, phase
separation in nitride alloys is not an inevitable effect, but only occurs under certain
growth conditions.
For quaternary AlInGaN, these considerations are important especially for higher
In contents, i.e. when more than 17% (compare lattice-matched Al83%In17%N) are
regarded. In this case, the layers are compressively strained on GaN. On AlN,
quaternary AlInGaN is always compressively strained because the lattice constants
of both GaN and InN are larger than the one of AlN [87, 88].
Due to the difficulty to incorporate large In contents while maintaining a sufficient
crystal quality, experimental results on compressively strained AlInGaN on GaN are
rare so far. Tensile or nearly lattice-matched AlInGaN has shown clustering effects
on the nanoscale, rather than a mesoscopic domain formation by phase segregation
[196–200]. These In-rich clusters form potential minima, which lead to fluctuations
in the bandstructure. The cluster effects are likely to appear for the reason that
they compensate local strain peaks. For a specific composition, however, the grade
of clustering varies strongly. It is not determined by composition alone, but also
by the growth method, the growth conditions, the crystal quality and the substrate
choice, which further explains the wide spread of reported material properties of
AlInGaN [201].
4.3. Composition range of AlInGaN layers grown on GaN
Compared to ternary alloys, quaternary AlInGaN barrier layers have several advan-
tages, as described in Sec. 2.6. The main aim in this work is to vary the AlInGaN
composition to intentionally change the total polarization (Ptotal). This allows for
the control of the internal electric field in heterostructures and, hence, it is possible
to influence the electrical properties of devices. HFETs utilizing AlInGaN layers are
discussed in Part II. It will be shown that by lowering Ptotal of the AlInGaN barriers,
it is possible to reduce the polarization-induced carrier density in both n-channel
and p-channel HFETs. This allows for a control of the Vth of HFETs and, hence,
for a change from d-mode to e-mode behavior. Light emitting diodes (LEDs) with
AlInGaN as barrier layers are presented in Part III. First, conventional GaN barri-
ers in the multiple quantum well (MQW) are replaced by AlInGaN barrier layers.
Finally, AlInGaN backbarrier layers with a large Ptotal are used in inversed p-n junc-
tion LED. The resulting large hole density is promising for the p-conductivity of
such inversed LED.
In this section, crystal growth and structural characterization of AlInGaN layers
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Figure 4.2.: Overview of the different sample series which are most relevant for this
thesis. On the underlying bandgap contour plot, the different samples are
shown in dependence of composition.
are in focus. For an accurate determination of structural properties, the thicknesses
of the AlInGaN layers investigated here were chosen to be in the range of several tens
of nanometers. An overview of the composition range covered by these AlInGaN
samples is given in Fig. 4.2. Shown is the ternary illustration of the respective metal
species of the AlxInyGa1-x-yN with the associated bandgaps as contour lines. As pre-
viously discussed in Fig. 2.4, the orange line marks the AlInGaN compositions with
bandgaps equal to that of GaN. The yellow-to-red area indicates larger bandgaps
than the one of GaN. Compositions in this area are suitable for the utilization in
devices: first, as barrier or backbarrier layers in HFET (Chap. 6 and Chap. 7) and
second, as barrier layers in MQW in LED (Chap. 8).
Different sample series, in which a specific parameter is investigated, are plotted
in different colors. All compositions were realized on similar GaN/AlN buffer struc-
tures, as discussed in Sec. 4.1. For comparison, the ternary barriers Al25%Ga75%N
and Al83%In17%N, which are commonly used in HFETs, are also shown.
Parameters in the MOVPE process which were identified to have the strongest
influence on compositions are the reactor pressure P (P-series), TSurface (T-series 1-3)
and the precursor molar flows (F-series). To identify the impact of each parameter
on composition and crystal quality, each experimental series will be discussed in
detail in a separate section.
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4.3.1. Reactor pressure
To identify limits for an appropriate growth window, the impact of the reactor
pressure P on structural properties is discussed at first. In the experimental P-
series, three samples P1, P2 and P3 were grown at varying reactor pressures of
70 hPa, 125 hPa and 200 hPa, as summarized in Tab. 4.1. This pressure range is
chosen to avoid unwanted gas phase pre-reactions of TMAl (compare Sec. 4.2) [186–
188]. All other reactor parameters are identical for samples within the P-series.
A quite low TSurface of 750 ◦C is chosen for the P-series to ensure a sufficient In
incorporation. All layers exhibit similar In contents between 15% and 17%, showing
that In incorporation is almost unaffected by a pressure change in the investigated
regime. In contrast and as expected, the Al content shows a significant change for
different pressures. While sample P1, grown at 70 hPa, has 55% Al, the Al content
is almost halved to 30% for sample P3 grown at 200 hPa. This is illustrated in a
composition plot in the upper part of Fig. 4.3. As a result, the growth rate decreases
from 5.2 nm/min to 3.0 nm/min.
The nominal and residual strain, calculated by the methodology presented in
Sec. 2.2, are shown in the bottom plot of Fig. 4.3. Generally, the increasing com-
pressive strain for larger reactor pressures is due to the lower Al content in the
layer. While samples P1 and P2 are pseudomorphically grown on GaN with a resid-
ual strain equal to the nominal strain of -0.38% and -0.72%, respectively, sample
P3 with a high nominal strain of 1.19% is partially relaxed. This is clearly visible
in XRD (101¯5) RSM taken with an open detector, shown in Fig. 4.4. The residual
strain is only 1.06% which corresponds to 35% relaxation. The XRD peak for this
30 nm AlInGaN layer shifts to lower Qx values, indicating an increase of the in-plane
lattice constant a. The theoretical position of a fully relaxed layer (R = 100%) is
also plotted.
To compare the relaxation behavior of compressively strained AlInGaN layers to
ternary InGaN layers, the preudomorphic sample P2 is regarded. An InGaN layer
with the same strain state as sample P2 with -0.72% would contain about 6% In.
Such a layer exhibits a theoretical critical thickness3 of about 20 nm [204]. The
much larger thickness of 34 nm of sample P2 indicates that the critical thickness of
AlInGaN might be generally larger compared to InGaN.
For additional information on the crystal quality of these samples, RBS channeling
measurements were performed. The RBS channeling values χRBS,min are steadily in-
3It is noted here that former models for the critical thickness developed for other material systems
are not appropriate for nitrides [202, 203]. The latest published model derived from InGaN is
the most relevant one for this thesis [204].
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Sample TSurface P Al In Ga χRBS,min tbar rGrowth
[◦C] [hPa] [%] [%] [%] [%] [nm] [nm/min]
P-series
P1 750 70 55 15 30 3 52 5.2
P2 750 125 50 17 33 5 34 3.4
P3 750 200 30 17 53 8 30 3.0
High TSurface and low TSurface samples
HT 813 70 62 5 33 2 70 4.7
LT 722 70 48 29 23 22 75 5.0
Table 4.1.: MOVPE conditions and structural properties of AlInGaN layers grown either
at varying reactor pressure P (samples P1, P2 and P3) or at varying TSurface
(samples HT and LT). Published in [150].
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Figure 4.3.: Compositions determined by RBS (upper plot), nominal strain εnom, resid-
ual strain εres and χRBS,min channeling values (bottom plot) for different
reactor pressures.
creasing from sample P1 to P3, visible in the bottom plot of Fig. 4.3. This shows that
the AlInGaN crystal quality degrades with larger compressive strain. The stronger
gas phase pre-reactions might also be partly responsible for this degradation. Hence,
to suppress the pre-reactions and to establish a sufficient Al incorporation, the lowest
pressure investigated here (70 hPa) is used for all further experiments.
4.3.2. Growth surface temperature
After the reactor pressure P has been optimized in Sec. 4.3.1, the growth surface
temperature TSurface is the most critical parameter in MOVPE processes. The
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Figure 4.4.: XRD (101¯5) RSM taken with an open detector of sample P3. The dashed
red line in the image illustrates the Qx position of the GaN buffer peak. The
red triangles illustrate the theoretical positions of sample P3 assumed to be
pseudomorphically grown (R = 0%) or fully relaxed (R = 100%).
influence of TSurface on the AlInGaN composition, especially on the In incorporation,
is under study here.
Starting from the pseudomorphic sample P1 with the highest crystal quality
within the P-series, which was grown at 750 ◦C, TSurface was both increased to
813 ◦C for the HT-sample (HT: high temperature) and decreased to 722 ◦C for the
LT-sample (LT: low temperature) [150]. The growth conditions and structural prop-
erties of the HT- and LT-sample are listed in Tab. 4.1 (bottom).
As expected, a higher TSurface leads to a strongly reduced In content in the layer
due to the increased desorption rate [180, 181]. The In content decreases from 15%
achieved at 750 ◦C for sample P1 to only 5% achieved at 813 ◦C for the HT-sample.
The reduced In incorporation results in a lowered growth rate from 5.2 nm/min
to 4.7 nm/min. The Al-to-Ga content ratio remains constant. Hence, it can be
concluded that the incorporation of Al and Ga atoms is uneffected by the change in
TSurface.
In the case of a reduced TSurface to 722 ◦C for the LT-sample, the In content
reaches a large value of up to 29%. The Al-to-Ga content ratio changes slightly
by about 10%. For this sample, a very large channeling value χRBS,min of 22%
was measured. The HT-sample shows the highest crystallinity, manifested by the
lowest χRBS,min of 2% of all samples shown here. The larger χRBS,min for samples
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with higher In contents is direct evidence for increased alloy disorder. This is in full
agreement with several results for other ternary In-containing layers [205]. However,
by comparing the χRBS,min value with those of ternary AlInN layers with similar In
contents, the quaternary layers appear to have a better crystallinity. This can likely
be referred to the presence of Ga, which might enhance miscibility and suppress
phase segregation effects in AlInGaN [194].
Direct comparison of HT-sample and LT-sample
The dramatic change in the AlInGaN composition of the HT- and LT-sample has a
strong influence on the lattice parameters and, hence, on the strain state of AlInGaN
on GaN [150]. To gain insight into the strain, HRXRD RSMs shown in Fig. 4.5, were
measured. While the AlInGaN peak of the HT-sample is located between the GaN
and AlN buffer peaks, and exactly on a vertical line with the GaN buffer peak
indicating pseudomorphic growth, the peak of the LT-sample is shifted to the lower
left relative to the GaN peak.
For the fully strained HT-sample, the elastic deformation of AlInGaN can be
analyzed to calculate the Poisson ratio and to compare it to the ratio of the elastic
constants for AlInGaN. The elastic constants for wurtzite binary nitrides are still
controversially discussed [206–209]. From HRXRD (0004) and (202¯4) RSMs, not
shown here, the actual lattice parameters were determined to be a = 3.181Å and
c =5.073Å. Considering the nominal lattice parameters of anom = 3.189Å and
cnom = 5.185Å, the Poisson ratio is determined to be -0.536 [88]. The obtained
value is in very good agreement with the ratio of the elastic constants -2C13/C33 =
-0.540 with Cii values, calculated with a composition-dependent formula [209].
The AlInGaN peak position of the LT-sample is shifted to lower Qx values in
Fig. 4.5b. This shift indicates an incoherent growth for most of the layer thickness.
The agreement of the measured peak, albeit quite broad and weak, with the theo-
retical position of a fully relaxed lattice, indicated as a red triangle, is reasonable.
As the relaxed peak is the only detectable AlInGaN peak with a significant inten-
sity, the relaxation is likely to occur in an early stage of the growth. An excellent
agreement between the nominal lattice constant, calculated from RBS composition
with Vegard‘s law, and the HRXRD measured ones is found. The relative deviation
is in the range of 10−4. Further, the broader and less intense appearance of the peak
of the LT-sample confirms the lower crystal quality already determined by RBS.
AFM measurement results are shown in Fig. 4.6. While the HT-sample exhibits
a smooth surface with a step flow pattern, a hillock-like morphology is observed
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(a) HT-sample grown at 813◦C.
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(b) LT-sample grown at 722◦C.
Figure 4.5.: HRXRD (101¯5) RSMs in triple axis geometry.
for the LT-sample. With this change in morphology, the roughness increases from
0.5 nm for the HT-sample to 1.5 nm for the LT-sample, further confirming the lower
crystal quality for the LT-sample with larger In contents. Such a transition from
2D step flow growth during epitaxy at high temperatures to 3D island formation
at low temperatures has widely been reported for ternary In-containing layers [205,
210, 211]. Similar findings have been observed for AlInGaN for lower TSurface and
are believed to stem from a decreased adatom surface diffusion length [212, 213].
Especially the different bond strengths of the Al-to-N and In-to-N bonds lead to
locally Al-rich or In-rich phases, which have a catalytic effect on island formation.
This is in agreement to theoretical studies which have stated that island nucleation
is correlated to the adatom density [214, 215]. For the LT-sample, the most intuitive
root cause for hillock formation is that relaxation leads to local elastic deformations
[150]. This relaxation is studied in more detail in the next paragraph.
Relaxation sub-layer model for compressively strained AlInGaN on GaN
In the following, a closer look at the strain evolution and the associated relaxation
phenomena in compressively strained AlInGaN is presented. From this discussion,
a layer model for relaxation with discrete sub-layers is derived [150].
For both the tensile strained HT- and the initially compressively strained LT-
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HT-sample (൰% In)
LT-sample (൭൴% In)
Figure 4.6.: AFM 5µm · 5 µm scans of the HT-sample (top) and the LT-sample (bottom)
in planar illustration (left) and 3D perspective (right).
sample, depth-resolved RBS measurements are shown in Fig. 4.7. The measurement
curve of the HT-sample in Fig. 4.7a can be fitted with a 70 nm thick homogeneous
Al62%In5%Ga33%N layer. This is not the case for the LT-sample (Fig. 4.7b). The
composition is changing strongly with depth. For the In signal, the increase in
intensity starting at the AlInGaN/GaN interface at about 1.15MeV up to the surface
at about 1.25MeV is an obvious feature. To account for this increase, a multi-layer
structure, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.7b, is used to fit the RBS spectrum. A
minimum of six discrete sub-layers is necessary for a succesful fit. A larger number
of sub-layers would increase the complexity strongly. To increase the accuracy, the
increment in thickness of each sub-layers is not constant. The sub-layer structure is
separated in 5 nm increments near the interface, followed by four 10 nm sub-layers
and a final 30 nm sub-layer. The Al content is constant at 48% for all sub-layers.
The In content increases from 19% to 29%, accompanied by a decreasing Ga content
from 35% to 23%. A competition of Ga and In atoms to be adsorbed on the surface
is plausible for the reason that AlGaN layers prefer Ga-terminated surfaces and In-
containing layers prefer In-terminated surfaces [216, 217]. Hence, it can be assumed
that Al atoms are adsorbed most effectively in AlInGaN layers and that In is likely
to replace rather Ga than Al at the surface.
Based on the composition from RBS of 29% In, 48% Al and 23% Ga for the
topmost 30 nm layer, the lattice mismatch to GaN is calculated to be -2.10%. Such
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a high strain is energetically unfavorable in a thin film, which explains that this
composition cannot be realized at the AlInGaN/GaN interface. This strain state
would correspond to ternary InGaN with 19% In with a theoretical critical thickness
of around 4 nm [204]. However, there is no experimental evidence that such an
InGaN/GaN structure can be grown pseudomorphically at all.
The increasing In content for larger layer thicknesses, also known as “In pulling”,
has been reported before for thick ternary InGaN layers [218]. When a compressively
strained layer reaches a critical thickness, relaxation occurs leading to larger in-
plane lattice constants [204, 219]. In atoms segregate to relaxed areas, at which In
incorporation is enhanced. The intuitive image of the wider In-N bonds favoring a
larger space in the lattice depicts this effect well.
To gain further information regarding the relaxation, the HRXRD 2Θ-ω scan for
the LT-sample was fitted, shown in Fig 4.8. Neither a pseudomorphic nor a fully
relaxed layer fits the scan well. Therefore, a simulation was performed by taking the
previously introduced multi-layer model into account. By splitting the layer into
a six-fold stack, the relaxation can now be adjusted for each sub-layer. Although
in the measured HRXRD scan only weak fringe oscillations are observed due to
an inferior crystal quality and a rough interface, the envelope of the multi-layer fit
is after appropriate adjustment of the relaxation of each layer perfectly consistent
with the scan. The exact values for the relaxation of each sub-layer are plotted as a
function of the layer thickness in the bottom part of Fig. 4.9 together with the graded
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Figure 4.8.: HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scan for the LT-sample (grey curve). The fit based
on the six-fold multi-layer model derived by RBS is also shown (red curve).
In content derived from the multi-layer model. The general trend of an increasing
relaxation is obvious. The two first sub-layers are grown pseudomorphically up to a
critical thickness of 15 nm at which an In content of 19% is reached. In the following
30 nm, the lattice relaxes almost fully with a simultaneous increase in In content to
27%. The uppermost 30 nm are fully relaxed with an almost constant In content of
29%.
The fitting results confirm the aforementioned assumption that the uppermost
part of the AlInGaN layer is dominant in HRXRD mapping analysis. The lattice
of the buried sub-layers likely changes continuously. Thus, constructive interference
for these layers is very weak, which explains the lower intensity of the AlInGaN
peak in the RSM of the LT-sample in Fig. 4.5 compared to the one of the HT-
sample. Additionally, the continuously changing AlInGaN composition makes the
complete barrier layer undefined and inhibits the appearance of fringe oscillations
in the HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scan.
The upper plot in Fig. 4.9 shows the calculated in-plane nominal strain nom and
the measured residual strain res, which takes the relaxation determined by HRXRD
into account. Owing to the increased In content, the nominal compressive strain
shows a steady trend from -0.80% to -2.10%. Near the interface, the residual
strain is likely to have the same value as the nominal one of -0.80%, because of
fully strained sub-layers. At the specific critical thickness, here at about 15 nm,
relaxation and In pulling start. A limitation for strain generation is determined to be
about -1.1% by taking a homogeneous layer with an average composition in lateral
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Figure 4.9.: Relaxation (grey curve), In content (red curve), nominal strain (green curve)
and residual strain (orange curve) as functions of the AlInGaN layer thick-
ness for the LT-sample.
dimensions into account. These results lead to the assumption that, for AlInGaN
layers, compressive strain generation at an interface is limited by a possible change
of the initial AlInGaN composition. Although growth conditions would allow for a
high In content and high compressive strain of the first monolayers, a pseudomorphic
lattice with less In is favored. A similar tendency of a limit for maximum In content
has also been found for InGaN layers with thicknesses of about 100 nm [220]. By
considering the limit of strain generation at an AlInGaN/GaN interface, it is in
principle possible to predict the relaxation of any AlInGaN composition on a GaN
buffer and to predict compositional limits, e.g. the maximum In content possible
in an AlInGaN layer for pseudomorphic growth. This might help designing strain-
dependent polarization-engineered heterostructures, used for devices like HFETs or
LEDs.
Crystal quality degradation with relaxation
By regarding the RBS channeling spectrum (green) in Fig. 4.7b, the crystal quality
of the LT-sample can be correlated to relaxation phenomena. The relaxation is
accompanied by In pulling. Thus, the depth-resolved In content is regarded here in
more detail. The In signal of the channeling spectrum (green) reveals a significantly
different shape compared to the random spectrum (blue) with a clear peak at the
depth, at which the In content is reaching its maximum. This behavior can be
understood by the relaxation sub-layer model. The first few monolayers are fully
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Sample TSurface P Al In Ga R tbar rGrowth
[◦C] [hPa] [%] [%] [%] [%] [nm] [nm/min]
T-series 1
T1 786 70 56 6 38 0 46 (HRXRD) 2.3
T2 741 70 53 14 33 0 48 (HRXRD) 2.4
T3 699 70 45 25 30 80 54 (HRXRD) 2.7
T4 654 70 34 41 25 100 ∼ 60 (LayTec) 3.0
T5 622 70 35 45 20 100 ∼ 60 (LayTec) 3.0
Table 4.2.: MOVPE conditions and structural properties of the T-series 1 with AlInGaN
layers grown at varying TSurface.
strained on the GaN buffer. Then, the lattice is continuously relaxing after 10 nm
to 15 nm, which causes disorder and inhomogeneity in the layer. With that, the
channeling signal increases. The maximum, which corresponds to the lowest quality
within the crystal, is located at the depth of 45 nm at which the In content saturates
due to a fully relaxed crystal. From this depth, the crystal quality slightly improves,
which results in a decreasing channeling signal [150].
In incorporation
The prior discussion of the analysis of the structural properties of selected samples
revealed the details of strain evolution and relaxation. However, it is further very
important to identify the amount of In which can generally be expected in an AlIn-
GaN layer at a specific TSurface. This dependence of the In incorporation on TSurface
is discussed here.
To present a wider sample base for this analysis, T-series 1 is included here. This
series contains samples T1 to T5 with a thickness of about 50 nm, for which TSurface
was varied in a wide range of TSurface between 786 ◦C for sample T1 and 622 ◦C for
sample T5 (Tab. 4.2). For these samples, RBS measurements are used for the initial
composition determination, which is further verified by HRXRD.
HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scans of the T-series, shown in Fig. 4.10, reveal a shift of the
quaternary peak to lower diffraction angles. This is related to a strongly enhanced
In content of 6% for sample T1 to 45% for sample T5. While samples T1 and T2
are pseudomorphic, samples T3, T4 and T5 are either partially or fully relaxed.
In Fig. 4.11a, the In contents for the T-series and for the LT- and HT-samples are
plotted as a function of TSurface. A linear fit has been applied to both series and a
similar temperature-dependent In incorporation factor of about -0.25± 0.02%K-1 is
determined. This value is consistent with observations in literature for ternary AlInN
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Figure 4.10.: HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scans for a sample series, for which TSurface is dif-
ferent. The quaternary peak is shifted to lower angles for an increasing In
content due to a larger nominal lattice constant c.
layers [181]. For InGaN, the factor is slightly smaller in the range of -0.16%/◦C to
-0.26%/◦C [221]. The stronger In incorporation in Al-containing alloys is likely
caused by the locally-induced tensile strain of AlN, which enhances the probability
for InN formation [213]. This also explains the shift towards higher absolute In
contents for the LT- and HT-samples (Fig. 4.11a), which exhibit a larger Al-to-Ga
content ratio (compare Tab. 4.1 and Tab. 4.2) due to different values of precursor
flow, total flow as well as different reactor setups. The influence of the precursor
flows on In incorporation is discussed in Sec. 4.3.3 in more detail.
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Figure 4.11.: Effect of TSurface on In incorporation and crystal quality.
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On the basis of the T-series 1 with samples T1-T5, the crystal quality is qualita-
tively analyzed by XRD FWHM rocking curve measurements, shown in Fig. 4.11b.
While the FWHM values of the (101¯5) reflex is increasing steadily for lower TSurface,
the FWHM values of the (0002) reflex show a minimum in the range of 700-740 ◦C.
However, the overall trend to higher FWHM values for both the (101¯5) and the
(0002) reflex for lower TSurface are obvious, indicating generally larger dislocation
densities. This confirms the inferior crystal quality at lower TSurface, already ob-
served in RBS measurements and HRXRD analysis.
Bandgaps
In the following, the bandgaps of samples T1 to T5 are discussed. In Fig. 4.12,
measured values by spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) together with theoretical val-
ues calculated by the two versions of bandgap formulas given in Sec. 2.3 are plot-
ted over the lattice constant a. The two versions are a simplified non-weighted
bandgap Eq. 2.11 (blue triangles) and a weighted bandgap Eq. 2.13 (green trian-
gles). The following bowing parameters were used: bAlGaN = 0.9 eV, bInGaN = 1.4 eV
and bAlInN = A1/(1 + A2 · x2In), with A1=6.4 eV and A2=1.2 [91, 101].
Owing to the increasing In content from sample T1 to T5, a decreasing trend from
large to small bandgaps is observed in the T-series 1. The bandgaps of samples T1
and T2 are larger than the one of GaN, which is a necessity for a potential barrier
application of AlInGaN in GaN-based heterostructures. For these two samples, a
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measurement of the bandgaps by SE was possible, also plotted as red triangles [91].
For sample T2, it is obvious that the agreement to the weighted bandgap is better
compared to that to the non-weighted bandgap. For sample T1, the difference
between the measured value and the weighted bandgap might be caused by the
residual tensile strain, which stretches the lattice in-plane resulting in a smaller
bandgap [222]. For samples T3 to T5, a measurement by SE was not possible
likely due to the inferior crystal quality. However, the bandgap of sample T3 is
theoretically almost identical to the one of GaN. The bandgaps of samples T4 and
T5 are definitely smaller than the one of GaN. Further, all samples except T1, which
is tensile strained, are compressively strained. In the high In-containing region
(samples T4 and T5), the weighted bandgap formula delivers values for AlInGaN
bandgaps which are larger than the bandgaps of ternary AlInN at an equal lattice
constant a. Hence, this formula might not be applicable for AlInGaN compositions
with very large In contents (> 30%).
Electrical properties of this T-series 1 will be presented in Chap. 6.
4.3.3. Molar flow of metalorganic precursors
As shown in the previous two sections, both TSurface and the reactor pressure have
a strong influence on gas phase precursor pre-reactions, mass transport and ad- and
desorption rates. The effect on the AlInGaN composition can be briefly summa-
rized as follows: First, the reactor pressure needs to be low enough to suppress Al
precursor pre-reactions for sufficient Al supply. Second, the window for TSurface is
quite small: TSurface needs to be low enough to prevent desorption of In and, hence,
to achieve a large In content and it needs to be high enough to obtain a sufficient
crystal quality.
To adjust the relative amount of the metal species Al and Ga effectively, the molar
flow of TMAl and TMGa can be varied. To compensate for strong deviations in the
growth rate for different AlInGaN compositions due to an additional amount of a
specific precursor, the total molar flow should be kept almost constant [223].
In the following, the F-series (F for flow), containing samples F1 to F6, with
AlInGaN barriers grown with different TMAl and TMGa fluxes is regarded. Growth
conditions and composition, as well as the layer thicknesses and growth rates are
given in Tab. 4.3.
These samples are designed to be processed as HFETs. Thus, the AlInGaN barrier
thicknesses are chosen to be below 20 nm. Although the total molar flow was kept
constant to maintain a similar growth rate, a change from 4.7 nm/min to 6.3 nm/min
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Sample TMAl TMGa TMAlTMGa Al In Ga tbar rGrowth
[µmol/min] [µmol/min] [%] [%] [%] [nm] [nm/min]
F-series
F1 20.9 8.8 2.4 54 5 41 14 4.7
F2 18.3 11.0 1.7 50 5 45 14 4.7
F3 (F3Ref) 15.7 13.2 1.2 43 5 52 15 (235) 5.0
F4 13.1 15.4 0.9 36 4 60 15 5.0
F5 10.5 17.6 0.6 28 3 69 16 5.3
F6 (F6Ref) 3.9 22.8 0.2 11 2 87 19 (50) 6.3
Table 4.3.: MOVPE conditions and structural properties of AlInGaN layers grown at
different TMAl-to-TMGa molar flow ratios. The TMIn flux is constant at
31.5µmol/min. TSurface and reactor pressure are equal for all samples with
values of 815◦C and 70 hPa, respectively.
was unavoidable for larger Ga contents with smaller TMAl-to-TMGa ratios as the
growth rate for GaN is typically larger than that for AlN. As a result, the AlInGaN
thickness increases from 14 nm for sample F1 to 19 nm for sample F6.
Because the determination of a quaternary composition for layers with a thickness
of about 20 nm is quite challenging4, thick reference samples F3Ref (235 nm) and
F6Ref (50 nm) were grown under identical reactor conditions as the thinner samples
F3 and F6. The thick reference samples can be analyzed depth-resolved by RBS.
Taking the composition results at the specific thickness of the associated HFET
sample into account, the HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scans of the thinner HFET samples
can be fitted accurately.
The change in the Al and Ga content adjusted by different TMAl-to-TMGa molar
flow ratios is obvious in Tab. 4.3. While the Al content decreases from 54% for sample
F1 to 11% for sample F6, the Ga content increases from 41% to 87%. A reduction
in the In content from 5% to 2% is most likely caused by the diminishing catalytic
effect5 of Al on In incorporation at such low values of TMAl flow [213, 223–227].
To achieve the highest possible crystal quality, all samples were grown at a quite
high TSurface of about 815 ◦C and at a reactor pressure of 70 hPa. A benchmark for
the crystallinity is obtained by RBS channeling of the reference samples. The near-
lattice-matched sample F6Ref exhibits a very low χRBS,min of 1%, reaching a value
which is typical for binary GaN. This low value is related to the large Ga content
4RBS analysis becomes inaccurate on layers with a thickness below 30 nm due to a weak signal.
Further, because several compositions exhibit equal lattice constants, the conventional method
of HRXRD measurements to determine the lattice constant and to calculate the composition
with Vegard’s law is not possible for quaternary AlInGaN.
5This effect is caused by strain compensation on the nanoscale. Regions with higher Al contents
induce higher tensile strain, which enhances the probability of incorporating In atoms.
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Figure 4.13.: HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scans for sample series F, for which the TMAl-to-
TMGa molar flow ratio is changed. The quaternary peak is shifted to
lower angles for an increasing Ga content due to a larger nominal lattice
constant c. Also shown are the first and the second fringe oscillations,
which are of equal intensity indicating a similar interface quality in these
heterostructures.
and to the almost lattice-matched composition. Sample F3Ref shows a slightly larger
χRBS,min of 3%, which is attributed to partial tensile strain relaxation of this 235 nm
layer (observed in RSMs). Still, this value is reasonably low compared to published
values, demonstrating the high quality of these quaternary layers. In Fig. 4.13,
HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scans are shown. With increasing Ga content, the quaternary
peak is shifted to lower diffraction angles indicating the larger nominal lattice con-
stant c. On the lower diffraction angle side, next to the GaN peak, the first and
second fringe oscillation are visible. The intensity of these fringes remains almost
the same, which confirms a similar interface quality for these heterostructures.
To summarize this section, adjusting the TMAl-to-TMGa molar flow ratio turns
out to be most effective to change the composition while maintaining high crystal
quality. Electrical properties of this F-series will be presented in Sec. 6.2.
Morphology development for thicker AlInGaN
In the following, the morphology of AlInGaN layers with low In contents is dis-
cussed. The change of the morphology during growth is of high interest, especially
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Figure 4.14.: Morphological development of AlInGaN samples with growth conditions of
sample F6 and different thicknesses of 70 nm, 200 nm and 500 nm.
for applications of relatively thick AlInGaN of several hundreds of nanometers, e.g.
as backbarriers. For this reason, three samples with compositions similar to the one
of sample F6 are grown with thicknesses of 70 nm, 200 nm and 500 nm.
For these samples, atomic force microscope (AFM) images are shown in Fig. 4.14.
Generally, a step flow pattern on the nanoscale can be observed for all samples.
Additionally, the morphology is superimposed with hillock-like features with a size
in the µm range. These hillocks are responsible for the overall rougher surface (rms
roughness > 1 nm) as compared to binary alloys. Further identifiable on the surface
are small pits with a density of around 2.6·108 cm-2. These pits can be correlated
to the dislocation density of the buffer structures on sapphire, which is in a similar
range (compare Sec. 4.1). For thicker AlInGaN layers, the pit width increases up
to several hundred nm. The morphology of the 500 nm-thick AlInGaN layer clearly
shows that these pits exhibit a hexagonal shape. These V-shaped pits have been
reported before in In-containing barrier layers and they are assumed to be formed
dominantly at dislocations in the buffer due to strain compensation [228–233]. Their
side-wall facets are the {11¯01} planes, which have often been reported as a naturally
forming plane in MOVPE processes for e.g. semi-polar growth or epitaxial lateral
overgrowth (ELOG) processes [234, 235]. It has further been found that In migrates
to the edges of these facets leading to a conductive path [236, 237]. Both the hillocks
and the V-pits are responsible for the increasing roughness from 1.1 nm to 15 nm
with rising thickness from 70 nm to 500 nm.
In summary, optimum reactor conditions for AlInGaN growth by MOVPE have
been identified. The reactor pressure P should be chosen below 150 hPa to prevent
gas phase pre-reactions of the Al precursor. For the growth surface temperature
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(TSurface), lower values guarantee a sufficient In incorporation. However, with larger
In content in the AlInGaN layer, the crystal quality decreases. Moderate TSurface
values of about 780 ◦C - 800 ◦C result in an In content below 10% while maintaining
a sufficient crystal quality. The Al and Ga contents can effectively be varied by the
molar precursor fluxes.
A wide composition range of AlInGaN layers grown on GaN has been covered.
The AlInGaN layers exhibit different strain states: first, high tensile strain; second,
almost no strain for near-lattice-matched compositions; third, compressive strain.
While in the first and second case, a high crystal quality can be achieved, in the
latter case, an inferior crystal quality is observed. The reasons can mainly be found
in compressive strain limiting In incorporation and relaxation effects leading to an
inhomogeneous composition. A multi-layer model has been used to describe the
progress of relaxation in these AlInGaN layers.
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Chapter 5
Growth and structural properties of AlInGaN on AlN
The previous Chap. 4 focused on the epitaxial growth of quaternary AlInGaN layers
on GaN as the buffer layer. The growth of AlInGaN on other nitride buffers has
never been investigated so far. In the present chapter, the growth of AlInGaN layers
on binary AlN templates is studied for the first time. Compared to growth on GaN,
structural properties show significant differences in composition and crystal quality
due to large compressive strain in AlInGaN on AlN.
AlInGaN layers on AlN could be employed as backbarriers. These backbarri-
ers are interesting for both, n-channel double heterostructure field effect transis-
tors (DHFETs) or p-channel HFETs. The main advantage for the replacement of
conventional backbarriers e.g. of AlGaN by AlInGaN is the high flexibility in ad-
justing material properties independently of each other in AlInGaN [23, 102, 104,
238]. This allows especially for a control of the polarization difference (∆P ) at the
GaN/backbarrier interface, while maintaining a sufficiently large conduction band
offset to GaN.
5.1. Experimental concept for the comparison of AlInGaN
growth on AlN and GaN
For initial growth studies, which focus on structural properties of AlInGaN, epitaxial
growth was separated into two steps. First, two different sets of templates were
grown on 2-inch sapphire substrates. The first template consists of a 1µm thick
AlN layer only. The second template features an additional 3 µm thick GaN layer
on top of the AlN. Both heterostructure templates were loaded simultaneously in
the MOVPE process for AlInGaN growth. As shown in Fig. 5.1, this experiment was
performed in a close-coupled showerhead (CCS) reactor in 3 × 2-inch configuration.
An overview on MOVPE conditions and structural properties of the investigated
samples is given in Tab. 5.1. The target thickness for the AlInGaN layer is about
100 nm, which allows for an accurate composition determination by RBS. First, a
TMGa flow series was investigated. Therefore, the TMGa flow was varied while
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Figure 5.1.: Experimental concept of a MOVPE experiment using different templates
grown in previous epitaxy runs on sapphire. The GaN template consists of
1 µm AlN and 3 µm GaN and the AlN template consists of only 1 µm AlN.
Sample TMGa flux TSurface Al In Ga χRBS,min tbar rGrowth
[µmol/min] [◦C] [%] [%] [%] [%] [nm] [nm/min]
Samples on GaN templates
G1 0 790 83 17 0 1.5 100 2.2
G2 2.7 790 75 13 12 1.5 90 2.3
G3 8.0 790 56 10 34 1.5 90 2.6
G4 8.0 775 50 15 35 2 120 3.4
G5 8.0 760 50 17 33 8 125 3.6
Samples on AlN templates
A1 0 790 86 14 0 28 100 2.2
A2 2.7 790 76 10 14 28 90 2.3
A3 8.0 790 57 3 40 6 90 2.6
A4 8.0 775 48 20 32 15 110 3.1
A5 8.0 760 45 25 30 18 120 3.4
Table 5.1.: MOVPE conditions and structural properties of AlInGaN layers grown with
either different TMGa flux or at varying TSurface on both GaN (G1 to G5)
and AlN (A1 to A5). Reactor pressure P is equal for all samples at 70 hPa.
keeping the TMAl and TMIn flows constant. This TMGa flow series contains the
samples G1, G2 and G3 on GaN and samples A1, A2 and A3 on AlN. In a further
“temperature” sample series, TSurface was reduced in steps of 15K, from 790 ◦C (G3
on GaN and A3 on AlN) to 760 ◦C (G5 on GaN and A5 on AlN).
5.1.1. Addition of Ga precursor to AlInN growth conditions
For AlInGaN samples of the TMGa flow series, the starting MOVPE conditions
were chosen to result in nearly lattice-matched AlInN on GaN. This is illustrated
in the bandgap-vs.-lattice diagram in Fig. 5.2 with sample G1. The arrows indicate
the shift in the composition caused by the increased TMGa flux for growth on GaN
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(light blue) and growth on AlN (red). For growth on GaN, a compositional range
from ternary lattice-matched Al83%In17%N (sample G1) to a Ga-richer regime like
Al56%In10%Ga34%N (sample G3) was covered. Owing to the increasing TMGa flux,
the growth rate increased from 2.2 nm/min to 2.6 nm/min. These layers on GaN
exhibit high crystal quality, which is manifested in the low RBS χRBS,min values
of 1.5%. The distinct fringe oscillations in HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scans shown in
Fig. 5.3 reflect this high quality. The low defect density is further confirmed by
(101¯5) rocking curve FWHM values down to 384 arcsec for sample G3, which is
comparable to values for binary AlN and only a factor of 2 to 3 larger than those of
the underlying GaN.
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Figure 5.3.: HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scans
for samples grown with differ-
ent TMGa fluxes. The red
curves are samples grown on
AlN templates. The light blue
curves are samples on GaN
templates, shown for compar-
ison.
In contrast, AlInGaN layers on AlN templates show a different appearance in
HRXRD 2Θ-ω scans (red curves in Fig. 5.3). Apart from the shift of the peak posi-
tion with increasing TMGa flow to lower angles and, hence, to Ga-richer composi-
tions, compared to scans of AlInGaN on GaN, the peaks are significantly broader.
By RBS, In pulling was identified as one reason for this broadening [150]. To achieve
a sufficient agreement between HRXRD 2Θ-ω scans and simulations, a relaxation of
50% and 70% for samples A1 and A2, respectively, has to be assumed. An inter-
esting observation is the larger intensity and the well-defined fringe oscillations in
the scan for sample A3, indicating a superior crystal quality compared to those of
samples A1 and A2. This is confirmed by the improved RBS χRBS,min value of 6%.
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Further, the RBS spectrum reveals a homogeneous composition of Al57%In3%Ga40%N
for sample A3 and strong In pulling in growth direction for samples A1 and A2. The
reason for this phenomena might be found in the nominal strain, which results from
the initial lattice mismatch to AlN. As illustrated by the red arrow in Fig. 5.2, the
compositions for AlInGaN on AlN are shifted almost horizontally towards AlN, i.e.
the bandgap remains almost constant and the in-plane lattice constant becomes
smaller, approaching the one of AlN. Thus, the nominal compressive strain is re-
duced from -1.9% for sample A1 to -1.4% for sample A3, leading to pseudomorphic
growth and, hence, the higher crystal quality for sample A3. The XRD (101¯5) rock-
ing curve reveals FWHM values of 910 arcsec for sample A3, which is 3 times larger
than for sample G3 on GaN. Owing to their homogeneity, samples G3 on GaN and
A3 on AlN are chosen to compare the influence of the substrate on the AlInGaN
composition. The shift of the AlInGaN peak related to the lowered In content from
10% to 3% is obvious. This manifests a strongly hampered In incorporation because
of the smaller lattice constant of AlN.
To summarize, a high TMGa flux for AlInGaN growth on AlN, which results in
compositions near the AlGaN ternary line, is promising to lower the nominal strain
and to achieve a good crystallinity, which is essential for subsequent layer growth.
5.1.2. Variation of the growth surface temperature
Starting from flow conditions of sample A3, a temperature series was grown. As
previously discussed in Sec. 4.3.2, enhanced In incorporation for lower TSurface is
confirmed for all samples by RBS. This effect is stronger for AlInGaN on AlN and
leads to very high In contents exceeding 20% for samples A4 and A5 (Tab. 5.1). As
a result, the growth rate increases for samples grown at lower TSurface. Further, the
crystal quality decreases, which is manifested by larger RBS χRBS,min values. While
for AlInGaN on GaN, the value increases from 1.5% for sample G3 to 8% for sample
G5, for AlInGaN on AlN, the value increases from 6% for sample A3 to 18% for
sample A5.
To identify the reason for the very large In contents and the inferior quality,
HRXRD (101¯5) RSM were performed and are shown in Fig. 5.4 for samples A3, A4
and A5 on AlN templates. First, the previously mentioned pseudomorphic growth of
sample A3 is obvious. A pseudomorphic phase is also observed for all samples grown
at lowered TSurface. The peak is slightly moving away from the AlN peak, indicating
the larger In content. However, for the lowered TSurface (samples A4 and A5), a clear
second peak is observed, reflecting the presence of a second phase with a different
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Figure 5.4.: Merged HRXRD (101¯5) RSM of samples of the “temperature” series. A
pseudomorphic phase is apparent for all TSurface. For lower TSurface phase
segregation leads to an additional fully relaxed AlInGaN phase.
composition. Elastic relaxation can be excluded here, since the shift would then
appear, although also to smaller Qx, to larger Qz values. This is indicated by the
light blue arrow pointing to the upper left corner in Fig. 5.4. Further, a relaxation
with In pulling would be represented by a single fully relaxed peak or a peak tail
in the RSM. With increasing compressive strain from sample A4 to sample A5, the
intensity of the peak of the pseudomorphic phase decreases. The phase segregation
observed for larger compressive strain is comparable to the trend observed for AlInN
grown on GaN and represents evidence for the correlation between the miscibility
gap and the strain in an epilayer [190, 195].
Epitaxial growth of AlInGaN directly on AlN remains a challenging task even under
optimum reactor conditions. Due to the large lattice mismatch, which results in
compressive strain for all AlInGaN compositions, relaxation effects occur. The gen-
eral trends, which were observed for AlInGaN growth on GaN, have been confirmed
for the growth on AlN, i.e. larger In incorporation for lower TSurface and an effective
control of the Ga content by the TMGa flux. For TSurface values below 775 ◦C and,
hence, large In contents above 20%, phase separation has been observed. However,
for TSurface values of about 790 ◦C, a composition near the AlGaN ternary line with
sufficient crystal quality could be achieved.
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II.
Polarization engineering in nitride-based
heterostructure field effect transistors
with either n- or p-channels
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Chapter 6
HFET structures with AlInGaN barriers for 2DEG
accumulation
This chapter deals with the fabrication of heterostructure field effect transistors
(HFETs) with AlInGaN barrier layers on GaN buffers. The main focus here is on
the investigation of electrical properties of the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG),
which is formed in the GaN buffer in proximity to the AlInGaN barrier due to the
polarization difference (∆P ). The electron sheet density and mobility are correlated
to the structural properties, i.e. composition and crystal quality, of the barrier. The
knowledge of critical structural properties, which could limit device performace, is
finally used to realize polarization-optimized heterostructures. This allows for the
fabrication of both depletion and enhancement mode HFETs comparable to state-
of-the-art performance.
6.1. Influence of growth surface temperature on 2DEG
properties
This section deals with the investigation of the influence of different AlInGaN com-
positions on basic 2DEG characteristics, which are the electron density ns and the
electron mobility µ.
The T-series 1 containing the samples T1 to T5 is investigated with regard to
electrical properties of the 2DEG. A comprehensive study on the structural charac-
teristics of exactly this series was already presented in Sec. 4.3.2. Nevertheless, an
overview on growth surface temperature (TSurface), the AlInGaN composition and
the bandgap Eg is given in Tab. 6.1. Additionally, the measured electron density ns
and mobility µ are listed together with the theoretical values of ns calculated by
Eq. 2.17.
Hall and Van der Pauw measurements were performed on these samples. The
results are shown in Figs. 6.1a and 6.1b. Starting in Fig. 6.1a from sample T1, ns
decreases with increasing In contents for sample T2 and T3. This trend is well
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Sample TSurface Al In Ga tbar Eg ns,calc./meas. µ300K/77K
[◦C] [%] [%] [%] [nm] [eV] [1013cm-2] [cm2/Vs]
T-series 1
T1 786 56 6 38 46 4.35∗ 1.84 / 2.59 1076 / 3035
T2 741 53 14 33 48 4.05∗ 0.69 / 1.95 414 / 599
T3 699 45 25 30 54 3.39 - / 1.61? 228? / 274?
T4 654 34 41 25 60 2.52 - / 5.35? 79? / 74?
T5 622 35 45 20 60 2.35 - / 22.1? 13? / 4?
Table 6.1.: Growth surface temperature TSurface, AlInGaN composition, thickness
tbar, bandgap Eg, theoretical and measured values of the electron density
ns,calc./meas. as well as the measured mobility µ for samples T1-T5 in the
T-series 1. The bandgap values marked with ∗ are determined by SE. For
samples with the bandgap of the barrier smaller than the one of GaN, the
measured ns,measured and mobility µ values marked with ?. Here, no 2DEG
is formed.
correlated to expectations regarding the compositions and the strain states, which
were already discussed in the bandgap-over-lattice diagram in Fig. 4.12 in Sec. 4.3.2.
While sample T1 with a low In content of 6% is tensile strained on GaN, sample T2
with a larger In content of 14% is slightly compressively strained. Hence, sample
T1 exhibits a large total polarization (Ptotal) (piezoelectric polarization (Ppiezo) and
spontaneous polarization (Pspon) are parallel), whereas sample T2 features a lower
Ptotal (Ppiezo and Pspon are anti-parallel).
For these two samples, values of ns were calculated by Eq. 2.17 (Tab. 6.1). The
theoretical values for ns are smaller compared to the measured ones, which is likely
caused by the uncertainties in physical properties, which are used for the calculation,
and the AlN interlayer between the barrier and the GaN buffer, which is neglected
in the calculations. Such an AlN spike is present in all samples (compare Fig. 4.1a)
and generally enhances ns [175]. However, a smaller ns for sample T2 compared to
sample T1 correlates well to the measured values.
For samples T4 and T5 with large In contents of more than 40%, ns rises to
very large values above 1014 cm-2. These values exceed typical ones in nitride het-
erostructures with large ∆P : For AlInN/GaN, ns values up to 3·1013 cm-2 have been
reported [175, 239, 240] and even for pure AlN barriers on GaN with thicknesses
up to the crack-free limit of around 5-7 nm, ns has not been exceeding 5·1013 cm-2
[75, 174, 241]. Due to the lower bandgap of AlInGaN compared to GaN for samples
T4 and T5 (compare Tab. 6.1), the formation of a potential well in the conduction
band at the AlInGaN/GaN interface for 2DEG accumulation is not possible. As
described in Sec. 2.4.3, a potential well could theoretically exist in the valence band
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at the upper side of this interface. However, the measured Hall coefficient RHall is
negative, which indicates that the dominant carriers are electrons. Hence, the root
cause for the large measured ns values in the samples T4 and T5 is most likely found
in free electrons in the AlInGaN layer. This effect is likely supported by the poor
crystal quality of these barriers (compare FWHM values in Fig. 4.11b in Sec. 4.3.2).
An equivalent bulk electron density can be calculated to 0.89·1019 cm-2 for sam-
ple T4 and 3.68·1019 cm-2 for sample T5. These values are comparable to those of
ternary InGaN layers grown at very low TSurface below 700 ◦C [184]. Because the
electron density does not decrease significantly for measurements at 77K, the AlIn-
GaN semiconductor with a very high average In contents of 45% must be at least
locally degenerated. From very broad undefined AlInGaN peaks in HRXRD RSMs,
it follows that the composition in the barrier is non-uniform. Local In-rich clusters
might form potential minima in the conduction band leading to the degeneration
[196–200].
Sample T3 with its almost identical bandgap to GaN shows a large ns above
1013 cm-2, although Ptotal should be very small. The high ns is likely to emerge from
free electrons in the AlInGaN rather than from electrons in a 2DEG.
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Figure 6.1.: Hall and van der Pauw measurements on samples of the T-series 1.
The behavior of the electron mobility µ is shown in Fig. 6.1b. A reduction of
TSurface leads to a steadily decreasing µ at 300K from 1076 cm2/Vs for sample
T1 to 13 cm2/Vs for sample T5. This strong reduction is related to a transition
from a two-dimensional conductivity in a 2DEG to the (semi-)bulk conductivity in
the AlInGaN. For electrons in the AlInGaN layer (samples T3-T5), in dependence
on composition, ionized impurity scattering and alloy scattering are the dominant
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scattering mechanisms. The inferior crystal quality for lower TSurface (compare
FWHM values in Fig. 4.11b in Sec. 4.3.2) generally increases the electron scattering
probability for these samples. For electrons in the 2DEG (samples T1, T2), the
probability to be scattered at impurities in the barrier or alloy disorder is strongly
reduced.
Furthermore, the difference of the measured mobility at 300K and at 77K is
more pronounced for samples grown at higher TSurface. This indicates that phonon
scattering at 300K hampers the mobility in the samples with initially high mobil-
ities to a larger extent. With decreasing TSurface, the difference in mobility is less
strong. This is a sign for decreasing impact of phonons and increasing contribution
of impurity and alloy scattering. The mobility values of samples T1 and T2 are
larger at 77K compared to values at 300K, which is a typical behavior of a 2DEG.
The mobility µ of sample T3 with a value of 274 cm2/Vs at 77K is also slightly
larger than the value of 228 cm2/Vs at 300K. This indicates that a 2DEG might be
weakly present in this sample. For samples T4 and T5, the mobility values at 77K
are smaller compared to values at 300K. This is a further sign for a (semi-)bulk
conductivity in the AlInGaN.
As plotted in Fig. 6.1b, the sheet resistance (RSheet) increases for lower TSurface.
Only samples T1 and T2 exhibit a 2DEG which leads to a low RSheet below 1 kΩ/.
In conclusion, for the T-series 1, TSurface needs to be larger than 700 ◦C to grow
AlInGaN barriers with a bandgap larger than the one of GaN. Otherwise, no 2DEG
is formed in the GaN. Generally, a lower TSurface leads to an increased In con-
tent, which in turn results in a smaller Ptotal and a smaller ns. This indicates
that by changing TSurface, polarization-engineering with AlInGaN barriers is possi-
ble. A comprehensive study on polarization-engineering is discussed in the following
Sec. 6.2.
6.2. Lowering the total polarization in AlInGaN
To study the influence of ∆P in AlInGaN/GaN heterostructures on ns further,
two series of samples with 8 nm to 19 nm AlInGaN barriers are regarded in the
following. The objective is the reduction of ns by lowering Ptotal in AlInGaN to
realize enhancement mode behavior of HFETs.
Therefore, a T-series 2 is introduced with AlInGaN barriers grown at different
TSurface. The range of TSurface is chosen between 720 ◦C and 815 ◦C. For all samples,
the AlN spike between the GaN buffer and the AlInGaN barrier was grown at a high
TSurface of 815 ◦C. The second series of interest is the F-series, discussed already in
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Sample TS TMAlTMGa Al In Ga tbar Eg ns,calc./meas. µ
[◦C] [%] [%] [%] [nm] [eV] [1013cm-2] [cm2/Vs]
T-series 2
T6 815
2.4
62 5 33 19 4.68 2.17 / 1.87 1490
T7 770 60 10 30 20 4.40 1.44 / 1.59 726
T8 740 55 14 31 20 4.09 0.67 / 1.16 584
T9 (HFET A) 720 48 17 35 8 3.81 <0.01 / 0.19 146
F-series
F1
815
2.4 54 5 41 14 4.47 1.54 / 1.69 1530
F2 1.7 50 5 45 14 4.36 1.32 / 1.44 1650
F3 1.2 43 5 52 15 4.22 0.98 / 1.15 1760
F4 0.9 36 4 60 15 4.05 0.75 / 0.84 1790
F5 0.6 28 3 69 16 3.89 0.51 / 0.71 1820
F6 (HFET B) 0.2 11 2 87 19 3.56 0.02 / 0.18 1330
Table 6.2.: Growth surface temperature TS , TMAl-to-TMGa molar flow ratio, AlInGaN
composition and bandgap Eg for the T-series 2 and the F-series (F for flow).
Additionally, theoretical and measured values of the electron density ns and
the measured mobility µ in the 2DEG are given.
Sec. 4.3.3. For the F-series, the precursor TMAl-to-TMGa ratio was changed to
vary mainly the Al and Ga content. The AlInGaN barriers and the AlN spikes
were grown under a high temperature of 815 ◦C. Tab. 6.2 summarizes the important
growth conditions: the AlInGaN compositions, the bandgap Eg, the mobility µ, the
measured electron density ns as well as the theoretical values of ns calculated with
Eq. 2.17.
The T-series 2 and the F-series are shown in the bandgap-vs.-lattice diagram
in Fig. 6.2 for comparison. In the following, for bandgap calculations, a constant
and high bowing parameter of bAlInN = 5.2 eV for AlInN is used [91]. This value
accurately describes AlInGaN compositions with a bandgap larger than the one of
GaN and, hence, this constant value can replace the In-dependent bowing parameter
bAlInN = A1/(1+A2·x2In) in that region [98, 242]. The contour lines in the quaternary
area illustrate Ptotal of quaternary barriers, pseudomorphically grown on GaN [104].
Starting from the most tensile strained samples F1 and T6 with high Al contents,
which are located in the blue-colored high-polarization regime, both series evolve
towards larger lattices and smaller bandgaps. While the T-series 2 remains in the
vicinity of the AlInN line by a dominant change in the In content from 5% to 17%,
the F-series is moving towards GaN by a reduction of the Al-to-Ga content ratio.
For the T-series 2, the large amount of In leads to a change in the strain state
from high tensile in-plane strain (εxx) of 0.948% for sample T6 to high compressive
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Figure 6.2.: Bandgap diagramm plotted over the lattice constant a. Blue circles repre-
sent the T-series 2 and purple circles represent the F-series. Bandgaps and
polarization values are calculated with a weighted bandgap formula.
strain εxx of -0.733% for sample T9 (also marked as HFET A in red color). The
latter results in a very low Ptotal of -3.99 µC·cm-2.
A different way in the bandgap-vs.-lattice diagram in Fig. 6.2 is described by the
F-series. While sample F1 exhibits a high tensile strain state with an εxx of 0.75%,
sample F6 (also marked as HFET B in orange color) is almost lattice-matched to
the GaN buffer with a tensile strain state with an εxx of only 0.04%. Hence, Ppiezo
is negligible and Ptotal is equal to Pspon of -3.79 µC·cm-2, which itself is small due
to the low Al content. As apparent from the contour lines in Fig. 6.2, both HFET
samples A (red color) and B (orange color) exhibit similar low Ptotal values.
6.2.1. Comparison of 2DEG characterisctics
The T-series 2 and the F-series are expected to show significant differences in the
properties of the 2DEG. This expectation is manifested in the values for ns, calcu-
lated with Eq. 2.17 (Tab. 6.2). In general, samples exhibiting a high Al content and,
hence, a high ∆P generate a large ns.
Measured values of ns for both the T-series 2 and the F-series together with
calculated values of ns are plotted against the absolute value of ∆P in Fig. 6.3. A
increasing trend for ns as a function of ∆P is predicted for both series. While for
the T-series 2, this trend is related to the increasing In content, for the F-series,
it is caused by the decreasing Al-to-Ga content ratio. This trend can generally
be confirmed by the measured values for both series. However, the agreement of
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calculated and measured values is much better for samples grown at high TSurface
(T6, F-series) and samples with large Ptotal (T6, T7, F1-F4). All ns values measured
(except for T6) are larger than the predicted ones and the deviation increases with
decreasing Ptotal. This can be explained by two effects, which are not considered in
the calculation: first, the influence of the AlN spike on ns; second, the inferior crystal
quality for samples grown at lower TSurface (compare RBS channeling measurements
in Sec. 4.3.2).
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Figure 6.3.: Calculated ns plotted against the absolute polarization difference
|∆P | together with measured values for ns.
Also, the 2DEG mobility values, shown in Fig. 6.4, correspond well to the expec-
tation that samples grown at a higher TSurface show a larger mobility µ. To discuss
scattering mechanisms, the mobility µ is plotted against the 2DEG density ns in
Fig. 6.4. The mobilities of the T-series 2 are generally larger than values of the T-
series 1 (compare Fig. 6.1b). This is achieved by the AlN spike which was grown at
a high value of 815 ◦C. However, the decrease in the T-series 2 for lowered TSurface
is still severe and is very likely to stem from two issues: first, an increased interface
roughness at higher In contents (as discussed in Sec. 4.3.2); second, an increased con-
tribution from alloy disorder scattering in the barrier owing to its degraded crystal
quality.
For the F-series, the mobility function over ns shows a maximum of 1820 cm2/Vs
at 300K and 10900 cm2/Vs at 77K for a moderate ns of 7·1012 cm-2. These values
are among the highest in literature reported ones for In-containing barrier layers.
Typical values for MOVPE-grown heterostructures are not exceeding 1700 cm2/Vs
[171, 243–245]. Mobilities up to 2500 cm2/Vs at 300K have been achieved for Al-
GaN HFETs, grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on bulk GaN substrates
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[246] and up to 2200 cm2/Vs for growth on SiC [247]. Recently, record mobility
values for lattice-matched AlInN HFETs grown on sapphire up to 2200 cm2/Vs have
been achieved with the CCS MOVPE reactor [151]. However, together with the
tunability of ns, the results shown here demonstrate that 2DEG properties can
be adjusted between typical AlGaN and AlInN characteristics with the quaternary
material system [248, 249].
The high mobility values are consistent with the low surface roughness of all layers
of the F-series in the range of 0.4 nm to 0.6 nm. The overall peak-like shape of the
mobility function plotted over ns illustrates the typical dominant scattering mech-
anisms in HFET structures in the different ns regimes [250–252]. The position and
the spatial extent of the 2DEG changes with varying ns. For ns above 8·1012 cm-2,
the distance of the 2DEG to the interface is short and, hence, interface scattering
becomes the dominant mechanism. For densities below 8·1012 cm-2, the carrier con-
finement becomes worse. Consequently, electrons propagate into the GaN buffer
and scatter at ionized impurities.
These generally accepted phenomena are confirmed by measurements of the HFET
B at two processing steps, as indicated with orange squares in Fig. 6.4. First, a thick-
ness reduction by etching down to 8 nm leads to a very small ns of 8·1011 cm-2 with
a lowered µ of 747 cm2/Vs. Second, when this sample is passivated with 120 nm SiN
by plasma-enhanced CVD, both ns and µ increase to 2.7·1012 cm-2 and 1640 cm2/Vs,
respectively. This clearly demonstrates that the mobility reduction at lower ns is
related to the inferior carrier confinement.
6.3. Fabrication of transistors in depletion and enhancement
mode
The control over ns by polarization engineering can be used for shifting Vth, accord-
ing to Eqs. 2.17 and 2.23. This allows for the realization of either depletion mode
(d-mode) or enhancement mode (e-mode) transistors. To verify this approach, three
samples were fully processed to HFETs with 1µm gate length. As a d-mode refer-
ence HFET, the strongly-tensile strained sample T6 with the highest Al content of
62% and, hence, the largest ns of 1.87·1013 cm-2 is chosen. The two low-polarization
HFETs A and B with low ns of 1.8·1012 cm-2 and 8·1011 cm-2, respectively, are promis-
ing for achieving e-mode behavior. Transfer characteristics of these three samples
are shown in Fig. 6.5a. One obvious characteristic and the main goal of this compar-
ison is that Vth is shifted from large negative values of -5.5V for the d-mode HFET
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Figure 6.4.: 2DEG mobility µ plotted against the 2DEG density ns measured by Hall
and Van der Pauw.
to positive values of +0.56V for HFET A and +0.20V for HFET B, hence, validat-
ing the e-mode behavior [253]. This transition is accompanied by a reduction of the
drain current (ID) at Vth + 3V from about 500mA/mm to 100 mA/mm for HFET
A and to 340 mA/mm for HFET B. The decrease of ID and transconductance (gm)
for the e-mode samples originates from an increase in RSheet in the access region due
to the low ns.
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Figure 6.5.: Transfer characteristics.
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Sample HFET A HFET B
Composition Al48%In17%Ga35%N Al11%In2%Ga87%N
tbar (recess) [nm] 8 19 (8)
Egap [eV] 3.81 3.56
Ptotal [µC/cm2] -3.99 -3.79
Pspon [µC/cm2] -5.07 -3.75
Ppiezo [µC/cm2] 1.08 -0.04
Vth [V] 0.56 0.20
gext./int.m,max [mS/mm] 42 / 64 165 / 370
Id at 3V [mA/mm] 96 338
Rsheet,access [Ω/] 2.2k 1.4k
εxx [%] -0.80 -0.04
ns (recess) [1012 cm-2] 1.8 1.8 (0.8)
µ (recess) [cm2/Vs] 146 1330 (747)
Roughness rms [nm] 1.5 0.6
Table 6.3.: Electrical and structural properties of the low-polarization HFET A and B
[242].
6.3.1. Comparison of enhancement mode transistors
For comparison of both low-polarization HFETs A and B, quantities of electrical
and structural properties are summarized in Tab. 6.3. Both HFETs A and B show
e-mode behavior with a Vth of 0.56V and 0.20V, respectively. However, two different
device concepts have been employed due to the different layer structures (details can
be found in publications [249, 254]). The varying distance of the gate contact to
the 2DEG is the most relevant difference in the device design. While for the lattice-
matched HFET B the gate-to-2DEG distance is the barrier thickness of 8 nm only,
for the compressively strained HFET A it is about 30 nm, consisting of the 8 nm
barrier, 12 nm GaN cap, and 10 nm dielectric. The different device geometries make
a direct comparison quite difficult. However, bearing this difference in the 2DEG
distance in mind, the observed trends in device performance can also be very well
correlated to structural properties. Here, the discussion is restricted to some distinct
electrical parameters derived from the transfer characteristics of samples A and B
(shown in Figs. 6.5a and 6.5b [223]).
The drain current for HFET B at VGS = 3V is 338mA/mm. This value is
three times higher than that of HFET A with 96mA/mm. The maximum extrinsic
transconductance gext.m,max is improved by a factor of four to 165mS/mm. The intrinsic
transconductance gint.m is calculated by [255]:
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gintm =
gextm
1− gextm · (RC + LGS ·RSheet)
, (6.1)
in which RC is the contact resistance and RSheet the sheet resistance in the access
region. gint.m is sixfold larger for the almost lattice-matched HFET B. The improved
performance is likely to be explained by the following reasons: first, the difference
in gate-to-source capacitance by a factor of about four; second, the strong con-
tribution from the lower RSheet in the access region of 1.4 kΩ/ for HFET B in
comparison to 2.2 kΩ/ for HFET A; third, the improved 2DEG mobility under the
gate (146 cm2/Vs vs. 747 cm2/Vs at 300K). Although at low ns, interface scattering
is not the dominant mechanism in limiting the mobility µ, in this case, the larger
value for HFET B is likely related to the smoother interface. HFET A exhibits a
large In content of 17%. As evidenced by the improved morphology in AFM scans,
this results in an inferior crystal and interface quality (compare Fig. 4.6).
In conclusion, it has been shown that by a reduction of ∆P between AlInGaN
barrier and GaN channel e-mode behavior of HFETs can be realized. However, the
reduced ∆P also leads to increased series resistances in the access regions, which
has a negative impact on the device performance.
6.3.2. E-mode HFETs with lowered on-resistance by multi-layer barriers
As it was shown in the previous sections, owing to the reduced ∆P between AlInGaN
barrier and GaN channel, the device performance is limited by the series resistances
in the access regions. Consequently, to achieve low access resistances while simulta-
neously maintaining the normally-off feature of the active region, the heterostructure
design has to be modified. A layer structure which generates a high ns in the access
region and a low ns under the gate would serve this purpose. Therefore, multi-layer
AlInGaN barriers were developed in which high-polarization and low-polarization
layers are combined [256]. A similar approach with an AlInGaN capping layer,
polarization-matched to an AlGaN barrier below has been shown in literature [257].
In the study presented here, the uppermost AlInGaN as a high-polarization layer
serves to enhance ns.
The layer stacks for the HFETs are shown in Fig. 6.6. All samples are based
on HFET B from the previous Sec. 6.2. HFET B1 is identical to HFET B with a
single 18 nm thick low-polarization Al11%In2%Ga87%N layer (compare composition
of sample F6 from Sec. 4.3.3). HFET B2 and HFET B3 feature exactly the same
low-polarization layer. However, its thickness is only 8 nm. On top of this layer,
a high-polarization layer with a thickness of 8 nm is deposited. An equal total
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Figure 6.6.: Layer stacks of samples with different AlInGaN barriers, which were proc-
cessed to HFETs: HFET B1 with a single low-polarization layer; HFET B2
with a double AlInGaN layer; consisting of a low-polarization layer and a
high-polarization layer; HFET B3 with a low-polarization layer and a graded
AlInGaN high-polarization layer.
barrier thickness was targeted for all samples. For HFET B2, a high-polarization
Al43%In5%Ga42%N was chosen (compare composition of sample F3 from Sec. 4.3.3).
For HFET B3, a graded AlInGaN layer serves as the high-polarization layer. The
grading was performed from the conditions of sample F6 (Al11%In2%Ga87%N) to con-
ditions of sample F2 (Al50%In5%Ga45%N) (compare Sec. 4.3.3). The slightly higher
Al content at the surface of about 50%, compared to HFET B2 with 43%, was
intentionally adjusted to compensate for the lower Al-containing ramping zone to
generate a large ns.
Simulations of both the conduction band structure and the electron density as a
function of the vertical distance are shown for the three HFETs in Fig. 6.7. Obviously
in Fig. 6.7, a 2DEG with a high ns is predicted for all HFETs in the proximity to
the thin AlN spike at 0 nm vertical distance.
For HFET B2, a rather large ns is predicted in the barrier layer at the interface
between low and high polarization layers. The reason for the electron accumulation is
found in the ∆P between the high-polarization layer and the low-polarization layer,
which is accompanied by an abrupt conduction band offset in the bandstructure of
HFET B2. This results in a triangular well formation at the interface, in analogy
to the one between low-polarization layer and GaN channel.
An improved bandstructure is realized by the design of HFET B3 with a graded
high polarization layer. By ramping growth conditions, the composition and, hence,
the structural properties are steadily changing, leading to a bandstructure similar to
an arsenide-based modulation-doped field effect transistor (MODFET) [258, 259].
This results in an electron density in the barrier, which is 5 orders of magnitude
smaller than the density of the 2DEG and hence negligible.
The electron density and mobility determined by Hall and Van der Pauw measure-
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HFET ns,meas. µ RSheet
[cm-2] [cm2/Vs] [Ω/]
Multi-layer series
B1 1.82·1012 1330 2578
B2 5.65·1012 1860 594
B3 4.31·1012 1870 774
Table 6.4.: Electron density, mobility and sheet resistance measured by Hall and van der
Pauw for the as-grown HFETs.
ments are given in Tab. 6.4. HFET B1 with its single low-polarization layer shows
the lowest density and mobility. For both HFETs with high-polarization layers, the
electron density increases with a simultaneous increase in mobility. The latter is due
to the lowered Coulomb scattering at ionized impurities [250, 252]. The trend of the
measured values of ns follows the predictions of the simulations. Since the average
Al content in the barrier of HFET B3 is not as high as for HFET B2, HFET B2
generates a larger ns than the ramped HFET B3.
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Figure 6.7.: Simulations for devices B1, B2 and B3. After [260].
Transistor performance
The three samples were processed to HFETs with 1 µm gate length. A gate recess
of 11 nm was applied to remove the high polarization layers and, hence, to ensure
a positive Vth. To realize identical intrinsic devices, the recess was applied to all
samples [260].
The transfer characteristics of HFET B1, B2 and B3 are shown in Fig. 6.8. All
three devices are normally-off with a similar Vth between 0.5V and 0.6V. This
indicates that also the intrinsic devices are very similar. In agreement to the ex-
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Figure 6.8.: Transfer characteristics for the gate recessed HFETs B1, B2 and B3.
pectations regarding Eq. 6.1, HFET B2 and B3 with the lower RSheet show larger
gm compared to HFET B1. HFET B2 exhibits a gm up to 260mS/mm, which is
comparable to conventional AlGaN/GaN HFETs with 1µm gate length [260].
The drain current ID in the off-state is limited by the gate leakage current. Before
SiN passivation, all devices showed very low leakage currents below 10 nA/mm,
which resulted in very high on-off ratios of 107 for HFET B1 and 108 for HFET B2
and HFET B3. After passivation, this on-off ratio shrunk dramatically to 104 due
to increased gate leakage current. The gate current at -1V for HFET B2 increased
from 1.5·10-6mA/mm before passivation to 7.8·10-3mA/mm. An additional Al2O3
gate dielectric was tested successfully to solve this issue [260]. The gate leakage
could be reduced for HFET B2 to 3.3·10-5mA/mm.
In conclusion, polarization engineering has successfully been utilized to obtain both
d-mode and e-mode behavior for n-channel HFET. Tensile strained AlInGaN on
GaN exhibit a large Ptotal (Ppiezo and Pspon are parallel), which results in d-mode
characteristic of HFETs. Compressively strained layers have shown a strongly re-
duced Ptotal (Ppiezo and Pspon are anti-parallel), which has been utilized for e-mode
HFETs. However, the structural degradation for compressively strained AlInGaN
with larger In contents results in a lower mobililty µ and, hence, decreased perfor-
mance of the HFET. Improved e-mode HFET performance has been obtained with
almost lattice-matched AlInGaN barriers with low Al contents (Ppiezo is negligible
and Pspon is itself small). To improve the performance further, multi-layer AlIn-
GaN barrier HFETs with an additional high-polarization layer in the access region
have been introduced. The lowered RSheet in the access region leads to higher drain
currents ID and transconductances gm.
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Chapter 7
HFET structures with AlInGaN backbarriers for
2DHG accumulation
In analogy to the methodology used in Chap. 6 for polarization engineering in het-
erostructures with a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG), heterostructures with
a two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG) are investigated here. The 2DHG is induced
by the polarization difference (∆P ) between an AlInGaN backbarrier and a GaN
channel on top. It is shown that by changing the AlInGaN composition and, hence,
by changing ∆P , the electrical properties of the 2DHG can be engineered in a wide
range. By appropriate polarization engineering, the threshold voltage of p-channel
heterostructure field effect transistors (HFETs) can be controlled according to the
corresponding 2DHG density, which allows for the realization of both d-mode and
e-mode p-type transistors.
7.1. Preface to Mg doping of GaN
In contrast to the simple task of doping GaN n-type with Si [261, 262], p-type dop-
ing of GaN is challenging. Mg is the typical group II element used as the p-dopant.
Depending on the acceptor concentration, Mg has a large activation energy between
125meV and 180meV [263–267]. Owing to the large activation energy, the doping
efficiency of bulk GaN:Mg is only in the order of 1%-2% after appropriate anneal-
ing steps [268, 269]. The annealing is necessary to activate the Mg acceptors, which
are normally passivated with H atoms after epitaxy [270]. Further, GaN grown
by MOVPE suffers from a typical n-type autodoping caused by the large back-
ground impurity level in the gas phase as compared to ultra-high vacuum epitaxy
techniques, e.g. MBE [271, 272]. Within the impurity spectrum in unintentionally
doped (uid)-GaN, C, O and H can be found in relatively high concentrations in the
range of typical dopant concentrations. The actual impurity concentrations depend
on growth conditions [269]. While O is dominantly of donor-type with an ioniza-
tion energy of merely 30meV [273, 274], C is mainly a deep acceptor located at
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0.9 eV above the valence band [275] and is, hence, often intentionally incorporated
to achieve semi-insulating GaN buffers for high-power applications [276]. However,
it has also been reported that CN-ON complexes form deep donors, which are likely
to compensate Mg acceptors [269]. The largest activation efficiencies for Mg p-
doping are achieved for layers with low residual C concentrations, which is obtained
at high growth surface temperature (TSurface), pressure and V/III ratio. In con-
clusion, due to the high n-type autodoping and the compensation effect, the Mg
acceptor concentration needs to be relatively large for sufficient p-type conductivity
in MOVPE-grown GaN [277–280]. So far, the hole density in bulk GaN has never
been reported to be in excess of 1·1018 cm-3.
A further limitation for a high p-conductivity is the low hole mobility. To illus-
trate the reported p-type conductivities, literature values for hole density and hole
mobility at room temperature are summarized in Fig. 7.1. Plotted are values for
both holes in bulk GaN:Mg and holes in a 2DHG. The upper and lower axes are
correlated by the assumption that the spatial width of the 2DHG is 5 nm. The
gray area in the lower left corner marks the upper limits for MOVPE bulk p-GaN.
The limits are a bulk hole density of about 1·1018 cm-3 and a mobility of 15 cm2/Vs.
Bulk samples are shown as circles in this plot. Even in MBE p-GaN, shown in red
color in the plot, the maximum hole density is only slightly larger with 1.4·1018 cm-3
at a mobility of 7.5 cm2/Vs. Further, MBE p-GaN exhibits large mobilities up to
24 cm2/Vs for densities in the low 1017 cm-3 regime [80]. This trend can be under-
stood by the reduced Coulomb scattering in low-impurity bulk p-GaN. However, the
specific resistance even under optimized annealing conditions is restricted to values
above 0.5Ωcm [281].
To achieve higher hole densities, different approaches have been proposed. By
introducing a modulation-doped p-type AlGaN/GaN superlattice, the hole density
can be increased to the range of 1-4 ·1018 cm-3 [282–284]. These samples are shown as
triangles in the plot. In such a superlattice, the ∆P between the AlGaN barrier and
the GaN well leads to a periodic oscillation of the valence band edge. This results
in an accumulation of holes at these interfaces resulting in a slightly more efficient
Mg doping. Still, due to the modulation doping, the hole mobility remains below
10 cm2/Vs for MOVPE layers. Again, low-impurity MBE layers show a significantly
increased mobility [284], confirming that scattering at ionized impurities is still very
dominant in such superlattice structures.
The most advanced approach in raising both the hole density and mobility is
the realization of a single 2DHG. As described in Sec. 2.4.3, this can be realized by
forming a deep valence band quantum well at the interface between a backbarrier and
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Figure 7.1.: Hole mobility µ plotted either versus the bulk hole density p (for holes in
GaN:Mg) or versus the 2DHG sheet density ps (for holes in a 2DHG). The
correlation between p and ps is calculated by assuming a spatial width of
the 2DHG of 5 nm.
a GaN channel. Such samples are shown as squares in the plot. The confinement
of holes at the interface leads to the highest possible hole mobilities. Here, ∆P
is the important parameter to control the hole density. In the past, only a few
publications have reported on 2DHG due to the issues mentioned before, e.g. n-type
autodoping. As manifested by the low hole mobilities (not exceeding 16 cm2/Vs),
these heterostructures were far from being mature [48–54]. Only recently, research on
2DHGs has returned into focus and very large mobilities above 50 cm2/Vs have been
reported for N-polar HFET structures deposited with MOVPE on MBE templates
[55]. In another study, an MBE HFET with an AlN backbarrier has been presented
with the highest ever reported hole density of up to 5·1013 cm-2 [56]. These results are
far outperforming any conventional doping approach. Further, p-channel transistors
have been fabricated using this high-density 2DHG [56].
A systematic study of the influence of the built-in polarization on the 2DHG and
on the transistor characteristics is presented here and has been published in [285].
To give a comparison to the results from literature, the values for hole density and
mobility are also shown as full blue squares in Fig. 7.1. Clearly visible is that for very
large 2DHG densities above 1·1013 cm-2, the results are comparable to the published
values from other groups [52–54, 56]. This trend indicates that in this density range
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the mobility is limited by a fundamental effect, which will be addressed in a following
section. For lower hole densities, however, a strong increase in the mobility above
40 cm2/Vs is observed due to the absence of a large impurity concentration in the
hole channel.
7.2. p-channel HFET structures utilizing a 2DHG
The layer stack of the p-channel HFETs fabricated for this thesis is depicted in
Fig. 7.2a. It consists of a GaN/AlN buffer, which is identical to the one used for
n-channel HFETs presented in Sec. 4.1, followed by a 35 nm thick AlInGaN backbar-
rier and a GaN channel on top. A schematic of the corresponding bandstructure for
a metal-polar heterostructure is shown in Fig. 7.2b. Due to internal electric fields,
both the conduction band and the valence band form potential wells at the het-
erointerfaces. While the conduction band well is formed at the lower AlInGaN/GaN
interface, the valence band well is located at the upper GaN/AlInGaN interface.
When the whole structure consists of uid-layers, the n-type autodoping leads to a
shift of the Fermi level towards the conduction band (gray drawing). Thus, a 2DEG
(EC crosses EF ) is formed below the AlInGaN layer in analogy to a conventional
barrier/GaN heterostructure. To form a quantum well in the valence band (EV
crosses EF ) in the upper GaN channel, compensation of the n-autodoping with Mg
acceptors is necessary. Only in this case, as illustrated in the bandstructure (blue
drawing) in Fig. 7.2b, a 2DHG can be formed at this upper interface.
The Mg doping level in the upper GaN channel is one of the key issues for inducing
a 2DHG with a sufficiently large density and for enabling ohmic contacts. In detail,
the 33 nm thick GaN consists of a 3 nm unintentional doped uid-GaN channel, a
20 nm weakly Mg-doped layer and a 10 nm topmost highly doped GaN:Mg++ cap
for which first the Mg concentration was gradually increased to a high level and for
which then, the high level was applied constantly. The 3 nm uid GaN cap in the
proximity to the AlInGaN barrier was grown before the heating step to GaN chan-
nel growth conditions. This cap fulfills two functions: first, it works as a protection
layer for the AlInGaN to prevent In outdiffusion while heating; second, the 2DHG
is located in this cap and the mobility is likely to be enhanced due to a reduced
scattering probability at ionized dopants. The weak Mg doping in the following
20 nm was applied for compensation of the n-type autodoping. The highly doped
GaN:Mg++ cap is necessary for ohmic contact formation. Although there is an on-
going controversial discussion about the mechanisms of p-ohmic contact formation,
in either case, a clear dependence of contact resistivity on doping concentration has
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Figure 7.2.: Layer stack and corresponding schematic bandstructure of p-
channel HFETs grown by MOVPE for two cases: Without any
Mg doping (grey curve) and with Mg compensation doping in the
upper GaN channel (blue curve). The highly doped GaN:Mg++
cap is neglected in the bandstructure for simplicity.
been reported [286–289].
For efficient Mg acceptor activation, all heterostructures were annealed before
electrical characterization in an open furnace with an applied nitrogen flow at 700 ◦C
for 20min.
7.2.1. Mg compensation doping
In a first experimental series, the Mg acceptor concentration in the upper GaN
channel, which is required for 2DHG formation, is investigated. For determination
of the effective bulk hole concentration p for different Cp2Mg-to-TMGa molar flow
gas phase ratios, reference samples without backbarriers are regarded. These are
marked as p-GaN stack. Samples with an AlInGaN backbarrier for 2DHG formation
are marked as 2DHG stack. Cross sections for both investigated layer stacks are
shown in Fig. 7.3a.
In a first experimental series, two different Cp2Mg-to-TMGa molar flow gas phase
ratios were applied: 0.12% and 0.36%. The exact doping profiles, measured by
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), are shown for both ratios for the p-GaN
stack in Fig. 7.3b. As obvious from the right hand side of the profile, the SIMS
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Figure 7.3.: Layer stacks used (p-GaN and 2DHG) and SIMS measurements
of p-GaN samples with two different Cp2Mg-to-TMGa gas phase
ratios: 0.36% (red curve with circles) and 0.12% (blue curve with
squares). The profile of a Mg-implanted GaN sample which serves
as a reference for the determination of the relative sensitivity fac-
tors is also shown (gray line).
detection limit is slightly below 1017 cm-3. In terms of the absolute doping level,
the SIMS results confirm the expected higher Mg incorporation for the increased
precursor flow. The measurement curves show two characteristic regions: first,
the region with a weak Mg doping; second, the region near the surface, which
shows a strong increase of the Mg concentration in growth direction. Although
a constant Cp2Mg flow was applied for the weakly doped p-GaN, the Mg profiles for
both samples show a gradual increase by more than one order of magnitude. This
appearance is caused by the so called delay effect, which is the adsorption of Mg
precursor molecules on reactor parts [290–292]. Consequently, the available effective
Mg precursor concentration increases with growth time. Furthermore, this delay
effect will extend over a longer time span for lower Cp2Mg flows, since in this case
the reactor saturation will occur later. This mechanism also explains the apparently
delayed onset of the Mg doped region for the low-doped sample. Although the delay
effect is not intended, for the working principle of the final device, the resulting
graded Mg profile is quite advantageous. The Mg doping profile enables a spatial
separation of the GaN/AlInGaN interface, at which the 2DHG is accumulated, to
the region with larger ionized impurity concentration. Hence, larger mobilities can
be expected. For the last 7 nm below the surface, the Mg concentration increases
strongly, peaking for both dopant ratios at the same level of about 6·1021 cm-3. This
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Figure 7.4.: 2DHG density and mobility plotted for a layer stack without AlInGaN (p-
GaN) and one with AlInGaN (2DHG), both grown twice with different
Cp2Mg-to-TMGa gas phase ratios.
is in agreement with the reactor conditions, as for both samples, the process ramps
to the same Cp2Mg-to-TMGa ratio of 2.7%. This profile is mainly achieved by
ramping the TMGa flow down. This results in a lower growth rate and, hence, a
higher doping level.
Electrical properties
Hall and Van der Pauw measurements were carried out on 5 mm by 5 mm pieces
of the as-grown wafers with provisional ohmic contacts formed by Ag paint. The
measured bulk hole density p for the reference p-GaN stacks and the ps for the 2DHG
stacks with corresponding mobility values are shown in Fig. 7.4. The sample with the
larger Cp2Mg-to-TMGa ratio of 0.36% exhibits a bulk hole density p of 6.6·1016 cm-3.
From this value, the activation efficiency is estimated to be between 0.7% and 1.1%.
This value is reasonable in comparison to values reported in the literature for similar
doping levels and annealing temperatures [277–280]. The density of the sample with
0.12% Cp2Mg-to-TMGa ratio was not accessible via Hall measurements, because of
a very high sheet resistance. By assuming an equal activation efficiency and taking
results from SIMS measurements into account, the hole density p is estimated to be
in the range of low 1016 cm-3.
By the insertion of an Al42%In3%Ga55%N backbarrier, the measured hole density
increases by two orders of magnitude. A ps of 2·1013 cm-2 is measured for both 2DHG
stack samples with the same AlInGaN backbarrier but different Cp2Mg-to-TMGa
ratios (Fig. 7.4). Assuming a total GaN thickness of 30 nm, such a ps value would
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correspond to p = 7·1018 cm-3, which is far exceeding the limit for bulk hole densities
of 1·1018 cm-3 [277–280].
These observations confirm that holes are accumulated in the proximity to the
GaN/AlInGaN interface (as shown in 7.2). The spatial width of such a 2DHG is very
small and not exceeding 5 nm. In this region, the acceptor level is above the Fermi
level and, hence, a higher number of Mg acceptors is activated. Even by assuming
each Mg atom to contribute a hole and by taking the Mg concentration from SIMS
into account, a theoretical ps of only a few times 1012cm-2 for the high Cp2Mg-
to-TMGa ratio of 0.36% would be reached. Hence, despite the likely possibility
of the Mg acceptor to serve as a hole source, the origin for the very large ps is a
polarization-induced 2DHG.
The low Cp2Mg-to-TMGa ratio of 0.12%, which results in an average Mg concen-
tration of about 1.4·1018 cm-3 in the low doped region, is sufficient to compensate
for the n-type background doping. Further, measurements of additional samples
without Mg doping in the upper GaN layer were performed. These tests revealed
that the hole density was not accessible via our measurement setup. Hence, a weak
compensation doping with Mg is necessary for the functionality of p-channel HFETs.
Thus, all samples discussed in the following exhibit a weak Mg doping.
7.3. AlInGaN backbarrier composition
In this section, the influence of ∆P on the 2DHG characteristics is studied. Five
samples A to E, which differ only in the composition of the AlInGaN backbarrier,
are compared. Sample properties are given in Tab. 7.1. The different AlInGaN
compositions were selected such that the range of achievable values for the total
polarization (Ptotal) and, hence, for ∆P was maximized while simultaneously main-
taining a high crystal quality. The latter was obtained by adjusting a relatively
large TSurface between 793 ◦C and 820 ◦C, which results in an In content at a level
below 5%. Very low RBS channeling values χRBS,min of 1.2-1.8% were measured.
As discussed in Sec. 6.2, Ptotal is most effectively changed by adjusting the Al-to-
Ga content ratio in the AlInGaN layer. This was achieved by a reduction of the
TMAl molar flow from 20.9 µmol·min-1 to 5.2 µmol·min-1 and by an increase of the
TMGa molar flow from 8.8 µmol·min-1 to 22.0 µmol·min-1. The resulting TMAl-to-
TMGa molar flow ratio were between 0.2 and 2.4 (as given in Tab. 7.1). The TMIn
flow was kept at a constant value of 31.5 µmol·min-1.
As intended, between the samples, a large difference is found in the Al content. It
decreases from 54% for sample A to 14% for sample E. On the other hand, the In
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Sample TS TMAlTMGa Al In Ga tbar ∆P ps,calc./meas. µ
[◦C] [%] [%] [%] [nm] [Ccm-2] [1012cm-2] [cm2/Vs]
2DHG-series
A2DHG 820 2.4 54 4 42 33 -0.036 16.10 / 20.27 12
B2DHG 815 1.2 42 3 55 35 -0.027 10.47 / 9.79 19
C2DHG 807 0.6 25 2 73 33 -0.014 2.87 / 2.24 30
D2DHG 798 0.4 20 2 78 36 -0.010 0.80 / 1.18 29
E2DHG 793 0.2 14 2 84 36 -0.006 - / 0.63 23
Table 7.1.: MOVPE conditions, structural and electrical properties of 2DHG stack sam-
ples with AlInGaN backbarriers grown at different TMAl-to-TMGa molar
ratios.
content remained almost stable with values of 2% for samples C-E and 3% and 4%
for sample B and A, respectively. Although the In incorporation is mainly driven
by TSurface, also TMAl has a catalytic effect1 [213, 223–227]. Hence, to maintain
a reasonable amount of In in the quaternary layers for the less strained samples,
TSurface was reduced for each sample by about 5-10K with a simultaneous reduction
in the TMAl flow.
As shown in Fig. 7.5, the changing composition of the AlInGaN layers for the sam-
ples is manifested in the position of the reflexes in XRD measurements. In Fig. 7.5a,
HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scans are shown. The GaN peak located at around 34.5 ◦
and the AlN peak at around 36.1 ◦ remain stable for each sample, indicating repro-
ducible buffer growth. The AlInGaN peak is located in-between the peaks of GaN
and AlN and is shifted to lower diffraction angles from sample A, with high Al con-
tent, to sample E, with low Al content. All scans show pronounced fringe oscillations
indicating very good interface quality. A closer look at the scans reveals superoscil-
lations on the AlInGaN peak with a specific periodicity corresponding to the total
GaN channel thickness grown on top of the AlInGaN backbarrier. The fitting of
the HRXRD 2Θ-ω scans is consistent with RBS compositional analysis and can be
used to estimate the thicknesses. The AlInGaN thickness which is comparable for
all samples is about 35 nm. This corresponds to a growth rate of about 4.7 nm/min.
The merged HRXRD (101¯5) RSMs depicted in Fig. 7.5b reveal equal in-plane lattice
parameters for AlInGaN and GaN, which demonstrates pseudomorphic growth for
all AlInGaN layers. The stars in matching colors represent the theoretical position
of fully relaxed AlInGaN layers. Larger distances of theoretical positions and the
measured peaks indicate larger residual strain in the respective layers.
1The catalytic effect is related to an enhanced In clustering for larger Al contents in tensile
strained AlInGaN (compare Sec. 4.3.3).
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Figure 7.5.: HRXRD analysis for samples A to E, which were grown at different
reactor conditions.
For sample A, the residual strain was calculated to be 0.87%. This strain state
would correspond to pseudomorphic AlGaN with 35% Al. The critical thickness of
such a layer, however, is below 30 nm [75]. This indicates that the critical thickness
of AlInGaN is likely to be larger compared to that of AlGaN layers at equal strain
states [293]. The In atoms in an AlGaN lattice are likely counterbalancing local
strain peaks by acting as a joint preventing relaxation.
To visualize further consequences of the composition change, the calculated bandgap
Eg is plotted in Fig. 7.6 against the nominal lattice constant a. In all calculations,
the compositions extracted from the RBS measurements were employed. All AlIn-
GaN layers in this series exhibit a smaller nominal lattice constant than GaN. Hence,
the layers are tensile strained on GaN. They also have a larger bandgap than GaN,
which is a requirement for 2DHG formation at the GaN/AlInGaN interface.
Further, a subsequent reduction in tensile strain from high Al contents for sample
A to lower Al contents for sample E is obvious. This results in a decrease of the
piezoelectric polarization (Ppiezo) accompanied by a decrease of the spontaneous po-
larization (Pspon) due to the lowered Al content. Thus, ∆P to GaN decreases, which
is clearly visualized in the approach from sample A to E to the red polarization-
matching line to GaN.
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Figure 7.6.: Illustration of the compositions of AlInGaN backbarriers for sample A to E
in the bandgap vs. lattice constant diagramm.
Figure 7.7.: AFM images illustrate smooth surfaces for samples A, C and E. A slight
trend to a lower surface roughness is observed from the highly tensile
strained sample A to the almost unstrained sample E.
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The as-grown surface morphology of samples A, C and E are shown in Fig. 7.7.
All samples exhibit a reasonably smooth surface with an atomic step flow pattern
in the nanoscale. In the µm scale, however, a clear trend from a wavy surface for
sample A to a smoother surface for sample E leads to a reduction of the root mean
square roughness (rms) from 1.4 nm to 0.8 nm. This leads to the conclusion that
high tensile strain results in a slight degradation of the surface and possibly also of
the GaN/AlInGaN interface.
7.3.1. Electrical properties
In the following analysis, Hall and Van der Pauw measurements are presented for
samples A to E with different ∆P . Therefore, ohmic contacts were realized on the
different samples via e-beam evaporation of 20 nm Ni and 20 nmAu and subsequent
annealing in air at 495 ◦C for 10 min.
In Fig. 7.8, the median values of the measured hole density ps,measured (red circles)
as well as the measured mobility µ (blue circles) are plotted against ∆P . Addi-
tionally, theoretical values for the hole density ps,calc.(gray squares), calculated with
Eq. 2.21, are plotted. With rising ∆P , steadily increasing values for ps,measured from
6·1011 cm-2 to 2·1013 cm-2 are obtained. This is in agreement to the expectation that
ps,calc. increases for larger ∆P . This trend sets the 2DHG density in correlation to
the AlInGaN backbarrier composition and clearly proves that a polarization-induced
2DHG is the dominant conductive path in these heterostructures. The shape of the
mobility plot shows an apparent peak for sample C with a moderate 2DHG density
of 2.2·1012 cm-2. As illustrated by the error bar in Fig. 7.8, a large spread of the
measured values is apparent only for sample C. For this sample, a median mobility
of 30 cm2V-1s-1 is derived. However, on one test structure on sample C, a mobility
of 43 cm2V-1s-1 was measured at a ps of 1.3·1012 cm-2. At a low measurement tem-
perature of 77K, hole mobilities for sample D with a maximum of up to 109 cm2/Vs
for a 2DHG density of 1.0·1012 cm-2 were measured. These values demonstrate a
record for holes in GaN-based heterostructures. For both smaller and larger ∆P ,
the mobility decreases.
The aforementioned slight increase in interface roughness for samples with larger
residual strain might only play a role for samples with large 2DHG densities and,
hence, a small 2DHG-to-interface distance. However, fringe oscillations in HRXRD
scans are similar for all samples. Thus, the interface quality is comparable for all
samples. As a conclusion, the interface roughness is not the root cause for the
different mobilities. The overall peak shape of the mobility function, in particular,
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Figure 7.8.: Median values of measured ps,measured (red circles) and calculated ps,calc.
(grey squares) as well as the mobility (blue circles) plotted against ∆P for
samples A-E. The error bars illustrate the standard deviation for measure-
ments of different structures on a single wafer.
the decrease of the mobilities for samples D and E with very smooth surfaces, must
find its origin in other scattering phenomena, which are addressed in the following.
To compare the behavior of the mobility of a 2DHG and a 2DEG, in Fig. 7.9,
µ vs. ns plots of both the 2DHG-series (samples A-E) from this section and the
2DEG-series (samples F12DEG-F62DEG2) from Sec. 6.2 are superimposed. This direct
comparison is permissible, because the epitaxy conditions and, hence, the AlInGaN
compositions of the respective sample combinations are very similar. The values
for samples F62DEGp (p for passivated) and F62DEGr (r for recessed), are taken from
Fig. 6.4.
Apparently, the mobility values show the same shape for each type of carriers with
a maximum at a specific density. For both lower and higher densities, ns and ps, the
respective mobilities µn and µp decrease. It can be concluded from this similarity
that equal scattering mechanisms are dominant for electrons in a 2DEG and for
holes in a 2DHG. While for large densities in a 2DEG, interface scattering plays a
major role due to a strong confinement at the interface, for low densities, scattering
at ionized impurities is the dominant mechanism [250–252]. This behavior can also
be expected for holes in a 2DHG. However, different physical properties have to be
accounted for. First, the hole mobilities are about 2 orders of magnitude lower than
for electrons. This is mainly due to the higher effective mass meff . Compared to
2For distinction, the 2DEG samples are marked with a subscript 2DEG in this section.
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Figure 7.9.: Carrier mobility for holes in a 2DHG and electrons in a 2DEG plotted
against the 2DHG and 2DEG density, respectively. The values for the 2DHG
are those of the samples presented here, whereas the values for the 2DEG
are taken from the TMAl-toTMGa series presented in Sec. 6.2.
the effective mass of electrons of meff,e =0.22·m0 [68], the effective mass of holes
in the heavy hole band meff,h is above 2·m0 [64, 70]. Second, the mobility peak is
shifted to lower carrier densities from 7.1·1012 cm-2 for electrons to 2.2·1012 cm-2 for
holes. This effect is also related to the different effective masses meff of electrons
and holes leading to different spatial charge distributions. The 2DHG-to-interface
distance is smaller than the 2DEG-to-interface distance. This results in an increased
probability of interface scattering for holes in a 2DHG compared to electrons in a
2DEG. Generally, for higher densities, the center of the charge distribution is moving
towards the interface and, hence, the confinement of carriers becomes stronger. Both
effects can explain that the hole mobility peak is located at lower carrier densities
in comparison to electrons.
7.3.2. p-Channel transistor performance
HFETs with 1µm gate length were processed on samples A-E. A schematic cross
section of the processed structures is given in Fig. 7.10. Ohmic contacts were realized
on the highly Mg-doped GaN cap layers by employing a Ni/Au metal stack [286].
In initial experiments and in agreement with published results, it has been found
that an equal thickness for Ni and Au yields the lowest value for specific contact
resistivity [294]. A stack of 20 nm Ni and 20 nm Au is used here. Although the
exact mechanism for ohmic contact formation are still controversially discussed, it
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Figure 7.10.: A schematic cross section of processed p-channel HFETs utilizing the
polarization-induced 2DHG. Ni/Au metal stacks are used for source and
drain ohmic contacts, and Mo/Au metal stacks were used for a Schottky
gate. Prior to the gate metallization, a recess of 7 nm was applied to all
samples to remove the highly Mg-doped GaN cap layers between the ohmic
contacts.
is commonly agreed upon that Ni reacts with O and diffuses to the top of the stack,
resulting in a NiO/Au/p-GaN stack. Furthermore, Au diffuses to the GaN interface
and can partly form GaAu alloys. Oxygen also promotes the out-diffusion of Ga.
Both effects lead to the formation of Ga vacancies below the contact. These act as
acceptors leading to a low contact resistance RC [287, 288].
For the 2DHG-series, RC is strongly dependent on the sheet resistance RSheet of
the samples, which is higher for sample E than for sample A. While sample A with
a low RSheet exhibits an RC of 43Ωmm, RC increases to 800Ωmm for sample E with
a high RSheet.
For the gate, a 50 nm Mo / 200 nm Au stack is used, which has been found to
be the optimum for a p-type Schottky barrier [112]. This gate metal stack was de-
posited on the 7 nm recessed GaN channel to form a Schottky barrier with reasonable
blocking characteristics in the reverse direction. Furthermore, an access region etch
of 7 nm suppresses leakage currents in the forward direction. The optimum access
and gate recess depth of 7 nm in matters of device performance has been found
in previous experiments, published elsewhere in more detail [295]. This depth is
exactly matching the thickness of the highly doped GaN:Mg++ cap determined by
SIMS in Fig. 7.3b.
Output characteristics for sample A are shown in Fig. 7.11a. Obviously, the drain
current is negative for a negative drain source voltage VDS, which demonstrates the
p-channel characteristics of this device. An absolute drain current |Id| of above
40mA/mm is reached at a negative gate source voltage VGS of -3V. For GaN-based
p-channel devices, this value is considered as being high. Although p-channel devices
with larger drain currents above 100mA/mm have been reported for a GaN/AlN
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Figure 7.11.: Output and transfer characteristics for p-channel HFETs utilizing
a 2DHG.
heterostructure [56] (due to the largest possible ∆P in GaN-based HFETs), these
transistors show high off-state currents, which result in low on-off ratios of only one
order of magnitude. As apparent in Fig. 7.11b, by applying a positive gate source
voltage VGS of 3.5V, sample A can be pinched off properly with an off-current as
low as 0.02mA/mm, resulting in an on-off ratio above 103.
The impact of different ∆P owing to changing AlInGaN backbarrier compositions
on electrical characteristics is obvious in the semi-logarithmic transfer characteristics
of samples A to E in Fig. 7.11b. The applied VDS was -5V. The largest positive Vth
is observed for sample A with a value of 3.5V. For samples B-D, a Vth shift to lower
voltages is apparent. This is in agreement with the lowered ∆P . Finally, sample E
with the lowest ∆P , shows a negative Vth. The transistor is fully pinched off at 0V,
demonstrating true e-mode behavior.
The changing ∆P also influences the absolute currents of the devices. A general
trend to both lowered on- and off- currents is observed for reduced ∆P . While the
d-mode sample A exhibits an absolute drain current |Id| above 40mA/mm with a
maximum transconductance gm,max of 9mS/mm, the e-mode sample E shows a low-
ered |Id| of 0.7mA/mm with a gm,max of 0.2mS/mm. The decreased on-currents for
lower ∆P are reasonable, since sheet and contact resistances are increased. How-
ever, while on-currents are reduced only by two orders of magnitude, the off-currents,
which are also dependent on ∆P , decrease by seven orders of magnitude. This re-
sults in an on-off ratio of 108 for the e-mode sample E, which is the best value ever
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achieved for p-channel transistors.
Based on transistors of sample A, it was also possible to extract small-signal
data and cut-off frequencies of a p-channel HFET for the first time [81]. A transit
frequency ft of 206MHz and a maximum oscillation frequency fmax of 640MHz were
achieved [112].
In summary, a double heterostructure with an embedded AlInGaN backbarrier has
been used for the generation of a 2DHG. The best practice for polarization engi-
neering in n-channel HFETs has also been applied for p-channel HFETs. In analogy
to the n-channel HFETs, both d-mode and e-mode behavior has been shown for
p-channel HFETs. Record performances have been achieved for p-channel HFETs
utilizing a 2DHG, which demonstrates the high maturity of the fabricated het-
erostructures.
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III.
Light emitting diodes with
polarization-engineered AlInGaN layers
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Chapter 8
Light emitting diodes with AlInGaN barrier layers
In optoelectronics, light emitting diodes (LEDs) with active InGaN/GaN multiple
quantum wells (MQWs) are commercially well established [9, 10]. Despite their
high level of maturity, these devices still have a lot of potential for improvement. In
paticular, polar LEDs suffer from several issues owing to their internal electric fields:
first, the so-called quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE), which causes a current-
density-dependent emission color due to compensation of polarization-induced in-
ternal electric fields by increased non-equilibrium carrier concentration [296–298];
second, the reduced external quantum efficiency at higher drive currents [299], the
so-called droop. These main drawbacks are motivating research on alternative well
and barrier nitride alloys to control the polarization difference (∆P ) and, hence,
the internal electric fields in the active MQW. In a MQW, GaN barriers with their
fixed and large total polarization (Ptotal) have been replaced by AlInGaN layers with
their variable Ptotal [57, 58, 300–302]. Theoretically, it is possible to find an AlIn-
GaN composition with a Ptotal matching to the one of InGaN, which is expected to
improve LED performance [103]. It has successfully been shown that the emission
wavelength is more stable with drive current [59] and that the efficiency droop can
be suppressed to a certain amount [60, 61]. Recently, AlInGaN layers have also been
tested as wells [303, 304] and the authors have claimed that conditions to give zero
internal field in a MQW can only be achieved with AlInGaN wells. However, in the
case of a pseudomorphic MQW on a relaxed GaN buffer this is not the case [104].
Thus, to study the influence of AlInGaN layers on the internal electric fields, the
present chapter focuses on LEDs, in which quaternary AlInGaN layers are utilized as
barrier layers in MQW structures. The influence of different ∆P on LED properties
and performance is studied.
8.1. Internal electric fields
The internal electric fields in a MQW are caused by ∆P between the barriers and
the InGaN wells. Exemplarily, in Fig. 8.1, schematic band diagrams are shown for a
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compressively strained InGaN single quantum well embedded between either GaN
barriers (Fig. 8.1a) or AlInGaN barriers (Fig. 8.1b). The smallest distance between
conduction and valence band is denoted as the effective bandgap Eeff . In the case of
GaN barriers, Eeff is lowered due to the fixed and large ∆P compared to AlInGaN
with lower ∆P . Electrons and holes, which are confined in the InGaN quantum
well, recombine and emit photons with an energy Eph, which depends on Eeff and,
hence, on the ∆P as well as on the quantization energy Equant.
A further aspect is that electrons and holes in the well are spatially separated due
to the internal electric fields, which results in a lowered oscillator strength for the
transition for larger ∆P [296–298]. By replacing the GaN barriers with AlInGaN
with a lower Ptotal than for GaN, the oscillator strength is expected to increase and
the emission color is expected to be blue-shifted because of the increased effective
bandgap Eeff .
(a) GaN barriers with fixed and large ∆P to
the InGaN well.
(b) AlInGaN barriers with lower ∆P to the
InGaN well.
Figure 8.1.: Schematic band diagrams of a single InGaN quantum well embed-
ded in (a) GaN barriers or (b) AlInGaN barriers. The overlap of
electron and hole wavefunctions is increased for AlInGaN barriers
with lower ∆P . Further, the energy of emitted photons increases.
8.2. Structural properties of LEDs
In this section, the influence of the AlInGaN composition on the optical properties
of LEDs is investigated. The objective is to vary the internal fields in the MQW
by changing the ∆P between barrier and well. To investigate this, LED samples
which feature AlInGaN barrier layers with different compositions are fabricated. In
a second series, the AlInGaN barrier or the well thickness is changed to optimize
LED performance. A conventional LED with GaN barriers serves as a reference.
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A schematic cross section of the layer stack, which is used for LED fabrication is
shown in Fig. 8.2a. The buffer layer is equivalent to the one used for heterostructure
field effect transistors (HFETs), which have been presented in Sec. 4.1. On top of
this buffer, the basic LED structure is deposited. It starts with a two-step n-GaN
layer with a total thickness of 3 µm. While for the first 2.5 µm, an n-doping level
of 5·1018 cm-3 was adjusted, for the last 500 nm, the n-doping level was reduced to
1·1017 cm-3 to achieve a better balance between electrons and holes in the MQW1.
On top of the n-GaN, a 5-fold MQW was formed by InGaN wells and AlInGaN
barriers. Finally, the topmost layer was realized by 100 nm p-doped GaN with a
doping level of about 3·1017 cm-3 ionized acceptors.
AlN ~ 300 nm
Sapphire
uid-GaN ~ 2.5 µm
n+-GaN ~ 2.5 µm
n-GaN ~ 0.5 µm
p-GaN ~ 100 nm
MQW
(a) The MQW consists of InGaN
wells and either AlInGaN bar-
riers or GaN barriers for the
reference LED
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Figure 8.2.: Schematic cross section of the LED layer stacks (a). Associated
HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scans (b).
Different AlInGaN compositions for barrier layers in the MQW
First tests for the development of the LED were carried out by investigating the
process window for the barrier growth surface temperature (TS,barrier) for AlInGaN
layers. Reasonable electroluminescence, qualitatively evaluated by a provisional
1Previous optimization test samples have shown a significant increase in brightness by the inser-
tion of a low-doped n-GaN layer below the MQW.
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contact method with conductive silver paste, was only observed for a TS,barrier above
800 ◦C. As shown in Fig. 8.2b, HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scans reveal much more distinct
fringe oscillations for LEDs with AlInGaN barriers grown at a high TS,barrier of 805 ◦C
(samples AHT, BHT and CHT) than for an LED sample for which TS,barrier was only
760 ◦C (sample ALT). For the reference LED with a GaN barrier grown at an even
lower TS,barrier of 730 ◦C, this interface degradation could not be observed, which
implies that degradation is only observed for AlInGaN grown at a low TS,barrier.
As discussed in Sec. 4.3.2, a reduction of TS,barrier leads to an increased In content,
which has a strong negative impact on surface roughness, defect densities and alloy
disorder. Therefore, high TS,barrier and low In contents in the AlInGaN barrier result
in improved LED performance.
In the following, the three high-quality samples AHT, BHT and CHT with TS,barrier
of 805 ◦C are regarded. For these samples, the AlInGaN barrier composition is
changed by the TMAl flow, for which the values are listed in Tab. 8.1. The TMGa
and the TMIn flow were kept constant at 10.5 µmol/min and 26.2 µmol/min, respec-
tively.
The determination of the composition for both InGaN and AlInGaN is very dif-
ficult for an InGaN/AlInGaN MQW. Apart from the issue that several AlInGaN
compositions feature an equal lattice constant, an additional degree of freedom arises
for the InGaN/AlInGaN superlattice due to the ternary InGaN. Several composition
combinations of InGaN and AlInGaN layers show an equal XRD signal. Therefore,
the two reference samples are considered for composition determination. For the
reference LED with a conventional InGaN/GaN MQW grown at a growth surface
temperature (TSurface) of 730 ◦C, it is possible to estimate the In content to be about
20% from the HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scan. For equal well growth surface tempera-
ture (TS,well) of 730 ◦C, it is reasonable to assume the same In incorporation in the
well. Hence, all LED samples with InGaN/AlInGaN are expected to exhibit about
20% In in their wells. Further, a reference sample CHT(Ref) with a 77 nm AlInGaN
layer was grown on GaN at barrier growth conditions of sample CHT. RBS analysis
yields an AlInGaN composition of 57% Al, 5% In and 38% Ga. By taking the
results from RBS into account, the compositions of the AlInGaN barriers can finally
be estimated by fitting HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scans (Fig. 8.2b). As for the three
high-quality samples AHT, BHT and CHT, TS,barrier is equal at 805 ◦C, it is likely that
the In content does not change significantly. The In content is between 2% - 5%.
Due to the increased TMAl flow, the Al content rises from 28% for sample AHT to
55% for sample CHT.
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Sample TS,barrier TS,well TMAl Al In Ga Eg tbar Ptotal
[◦C] [◦C] [µmol/min] [%] [%] [%] [eV] [nm] [Ccm-2]
LED samples
Ref. 730 730 0 0 0 100 3.43 11.2 -0.0340ALT 760 4.4 - - - - -
AHT 805
730
4.4 28 2 70 3.94 5.7 -0.0503
BHT 805 8.7 43 4 53 4.23 7.2 -0.0596
CHT(Ref) 805 17.5 55 5 40 4.49 5.2 (77) -0.0692
Table 8.1.: MOVPE conditions and structural properties of LED samples with AlInGaN
barriers grown with different TMAl flows.
8.3. Optical properties of LEDs
PL spectra of the first LED sample series with different AlInGaN barrier compo-
sitions and the reference LED are shown in Fig. 8.3a. The reference LED exhibits
its emission peak at 2.6 eV. By assuming this value to be the bandgap and neglect-
ing any quantization and polarization effects, this corresponds to an In content of
roughly 20%, according to Eq. 2.10. This is in good agreement with the HRXRD
2Θ-ω scans for a simulation with 2 nm well thickness and 11 nm barrier thickness.
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Figure 8.3.: PL spectra at 10 K of the samples AHT, BHT and CHT with different
TMAl precursor fluxes during AlInGaN barrier growth and the
reference LED (a). Schematic band diagrams for the reference LED
with GaN barriers (red curve) and a sample with high-polaization
AlInGaN barriers, illustrating the change in the emission energy
(b).
For LED samples with AlInGaN barriers, a red-shift of the emission wavelength is
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observed with increasing Al content. This is well correlated to the increasing Ptotal
of the AlInGaN barrier, which in turn results in larger electric fields in the MQW
[296]. This leads finally to a stronger band tilt in the MQW, as illustrated in the
associated band diagrams in Fig. 8.3b. Although the In content in the well is equal
for all samples, this effect leads to strong wavelength shift of luminescence from
the InGaN well. A further effect of the band tilt is a stronger spatial separation of
electron and holes leading to a reduced oscillator strength of the optical transition,
which explains the lower intensity in PL spectra [299].
The diode characteristic is exemplarily shown for sample AHT and the reference
sample in Fig. 8.4a. The characteristic is very similar for both structures with for-
ward voltages of around 3V at 20mA. Photographs of the operating LEDs at a
drive current of 5mA are shown in Fig. 8.4b. The light emission of the LED with
AlInGaN barriers seems to be comparable to the conventional LED in matters of
intensity and homogeneity. A more quantitatively analysis is given in the following.
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Figure 8.4.: I-V diode characteristic of processed sample AHT and the reference
sample (a) and photographs of fully processed LEDs at 5 mA drive
current (b).
Luminescence properties of LEDs with various MQW thicknesses
Sample AHT with the lowest Ptotal within the LED series with AlInGaN barriers
was chosen to be the starting point for further optimization steps to achieve a high
efficiency. Hence, well thickness and AlInGaN barrier thickness were changed by
variation of the growth time, while it was ensured that other growth parameters
were equal to those of sample AHT.
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The PL efficiency, calculated by the ratio of integral intensity of emission spectra and
excitation intensity, is plotted as a function of excitation intensity (Iexc.) in Fig. 8.5a
for samples with different well and barrier thicknesses. Additionally, the reference
LED is shown for comparison. Obviously, the LED structures with AlInGaN layers
cannot reach the efficiency of the conventional layer stack. However, thickness-
optimized structures show improved performance. An efficiency optimum is achieved
at an InGaN well thickness of 2.3 nm and an AlInGaN barrier thickness of 5.4 nm.
At low Iexc., a trend to lower efficiencies for both larger well and larger barrier
thicknesses is observed.
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Figure 8.5.: PL studies on samples with varying well and barrier thicknesses,
given in the lower/upper corners. Pulsed laser excitation at 300 K,
λexc =337 nm, τ = 10 ns, f = 1kHz.
The position of the PL emission peak is plotted as a function of Iexc. in Fig. 8.5b
for varying MQW thicknesses. A clear PL wavelength red-shift between the sam-
ples is observed for larger well and barrier thicknesses, which is a typical behavior
for polar LEDs due to the internal electric fields in the MQW and quantization
effects [305]. These observations indicate that a rather large ∆P is apparent in
the MQW. Photographs of fully processed LED of the samples with varying well
thicknesses, shown in Fig. 8.6, confirm this red-shift with larger well thicknesses in
electroluminescence (EL).
By increasing Iexc., the emission peak wavelength decreases owing to the QCSE.
The induced shift is stronger for increasing well and barrier thicknesses due to the
larger band tilt. Generally, at higher Iexc., the differences in both efficiency and emis-
sion wavelength diminish, which further confirms that polarization-induced internal
electric fields strongly determine optical properties of the investigated samples. The
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reference LED (red color) and the LED sample with the best efficiency within this
series with 2.3 nm well and 5.4 nm AlInGaN barrier (orange color), exhibit a com-
parable QCSE shift. This indicates similar internal electric fields in these samples.
Figure 8.6.: Photographs of fully processed LEDs with different well thicknesses. All
samples have AlInGaN barriers with a thickness of 5.6 nm.
In summary, the expectation that by changing Ptotal of the AlInGaN barrier in
MQWs it is possible to control the internal electric fields have been confirmed: Lower
Ptotal leads to a smaller emission wavelength and an improved oscillator strength.
The wavelength shift due to the QCSE for the investigated AlInGaN compositions
is similar or stronger to that of conventional InGaN/GaN LED due to a rather high
Ptotal of the AlInGaN owing to the large Al contents (28% - 55%) and the low
In contents (2% - 5%) in the AlInGaN barrier. Further compositional studies on
InGaN/AlInGaN MQWs with less Al or more In in the barrier should be performed
to achieve smaller QCSE-induced wavelength shifts. But, as discussed in the begin-
ning of this section, larger In contents require a lower growth temperature for the
AlInGaN barriers, which in turn results in a degradation of crystal quality and LED
performance. The challenge remains to deposit high-In-content AlInGaN layers with
a high crystal quality.
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Chapter 9
LED structures with reversed polarization utilizing a
2DHG
The concept of controlling the polarization difference (∆P ) in a multiple quantum
well (MQW) with AlInGaN as barrier layers was discussed in the previous chapter.
In this final experimental chapter, a new concept for light emitting diodes (LEDs)
to achieve a better carrier confinement in the MQW is proposed. The objective is
to inverse the p-n junction in a metal-polar layer stack, which in turn results in
a reversed polarization compared to conventional LED. Further, a two-dimensional
hole gas (2DHG) as a hole reservoir and as a current spreading layer is employed.
The high sheet hole density in such a 2DHG is expected to improve the performance
of a LED.
9.1. Preface to inversed p-n junctions
The common crystal orientation of commercially grown LED is metal-polar, i.e. the
c-direction ([0001]) of the wurtzite crystal is pointing in growth direction. As shown
in Fig. 9.1 in the left part, the conventional LED layer stack consists of a metal-
polar p-n diode with n-GaN as the bottom layer and p-GaN as the topmost layer.
Normally, an electron blocking layer (EBL) is used above the MQW to mitigate
electron leakage which in turn improves the internal quantum efficiency [306, 307].
However, since the EBL is located between the p-GaN and the MQW, holes are also
likely to be blocked. A more advanced approach is to design the LED with a reversed
polarization relative to the forward-biased induced electric field. As illustrated in
Fig. 9.1 in the right part, this can be realized by flipping the p-n junction.
Such an inversed stack is usually avoided because highly Mg-doped bulk p-GaN
exhibits inferior crystal quality. The layers on top become rough, which is severe
in particular for the MQW [308–310]. Further, Mg might diffuse into subsequently
grown layers or Mg might be incorporated from the gas phase due to a memory effect
[311]. These problems can be solved by using a backbarrier below the p-down GaN,
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p-nrjunction flip
GaN
pr- downrGaN:Mg
n+ - up GaN
MQW
GaN
MQW 2DHG
2DEG
n+ - downrGaN
pr- up GaN:Mg+
EBL
Backbarrier
Inverted LED:Conventional LED:
Figure 9.1.: Juxtaposition of the conventional p-up and n-down LED and the inversed
p-down and n-up LED. For 2DHG formation in the inversed stack, a back-
barrier is used below the p-down GaN.
which induces a 2DHG located at the upper GaN/backbarrier interface (compare
Chap. 7). In such a structure, only a weak p-doping level for the compensation
of n-autodoping is needed, which allows for subsequent layer growth with a higher
crystal quality.
Reversed polarization
To clarify the concept of a reversed polarization, schematic band diagrams for a
metal-polar single InGaN quantum well are shown in Fig. 9.2 for both cases: the
conventional LED and the inversed LED. For the conventional case, the slope of
the bands in the InGaN well due to ∆P to GaN is negative relative to the growth
direction ([0001]). This is opposite to the slope, which results from the surrounding
p-n junction. The associated conduction band bending leads to injection barriers
for both holes and electrons, which in turn results in larger turn-on voltages [312].
Further, the internal electric field in the well drives electrons beyond the quantum
well towards the p-GaN, which results in electron leakage.
In the case of an inversed p-n junction in a metal polar stack, a negative slope
of the bandstructure develops in growth direction ([0001]), exactly like the slope
of the polarization-induced tilt of the wells. This leads to almost flat conduction
and valence bands in the barriers in the MQW. As a result, the effective injection
barriers are lowered [313]. In addition, the electron confinement is improved, because
of the more effectively blocking of the barrier behind of the well. Owing to the
inversed p-n junction in a metal-polar stack, the polarization is reversed relative to
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(a) GaN barriers with fixed and large ∆P to
the InGaN well.
(b) AlInGaN barriers with lower ∆P to the
InGaN well.
Figure 9.2.: Schematic band diagrams of a simplified single InGaN quantum
well under forward bias condition for the conventional LED and
the inversed pn-junction LED.
the forward-biased induced electric field, similar to the case of N-polar LED stacks
with conventional n-down p-up junctions [312].
For a full LED stack as depicted in Fig. 9.1 in the right part, a simulated band
structure is shown in Fig. 9.3. The improved blocking characteristics of the active
MQW is apparent by the clear steps for each well, which are faced for both elec-
trons and holes. Apart from the improved active zone, the feature of interest is the
triangular valence band well at the GaN/backbarrier interface, at which the 2DHG
is located. An unintentional buried two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is also
formed at the lower backbarrier/GaN interface. Nonetheless, by p-doping the AlIn-
GaN backbarrier, the bandstructure can be pulled upwards, which results in a sup-
pression of 2DEG formation. This effect is experimentally confirmed on p-channel
reference samples without MQW and n-GaN by an increase of the Rsheet,2DEG from
0.5 kΩ/ to 100 kΩ/ with larger Mg doping.
9.2. Fabrication of inversed LEDs
9.2.1. LED stack and its structural properties
The full LED layer stack with an inversed p-n junction is schematically shown in
Fig. 9.4a. The bottom stack for 2DHG generation is nominally equal to the stack
used for the p-channel heterostructure field effect transistor (HFET) in Chap. 7.
For the backbarrier, a high-polarization Al42%In3%Ga55%N was chosen in order to
generate a large hole density in the 2DHG. The GaN:Mg layer on top of the AlInGaN
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Figure 9.3.: Simulation of an inverted p-n junction LED with AlInGaN backbarrier for
2DHG formation. Different doping levels for the AlInGaN is shown here.
The dotted curves represent holes and the dashed curves represent electrons.
backbarrier is weakly doped with a Mg concentration of about 1.4·1018 cm-3. The
resulting sheet hole density of a reference p-channel HFET was measured to be
about 2·1013 cm-2. This would be equivalent to a bulk hole density of 5·1018 cm-3
assuming the total GaN channel to be 40 nm. This value is five times larger than
the uppermost limit for Mg-doped bulk GaN [277–281].
A five-fold MQW is used as the active light-emitting region. It was designed
for an emission wavelength in the blue color range around 450 nm and consists of
3 nm InGaN wells and 15 nm GaN barriers. The topmost highly n-doped GaN layer
exhibits an electron density of 5·1018 cm-3.
A study on structural properties was performed by HRXRD and AFM. In HRXRD
(0002) 2Θ-ω scan, shown in Fig. 9.4b, the peak of the AlInGaN is visible between
the GaN and AlN buffer peaks. The peak which stems from the MQW is located
near the GaN peak on the lower angle side. By simulating the scan, also shown
as a red curve, all layer thicknesses were determined. These are also given in the
schematic layer stack in Fig. 9.4a. From the distance between the fringe oscillations,
the thickness of the periodicity of the MQW can be confirmed.
Further, the very high intensity of fringes up to the fourth order indicates a
high crystal quality of the MQW. AFM images (not shown here) of a test sample
without MQW and without n-up GaN reveal a roughness of about 1.2 nm (5 µm
times 5 µm) for the surface of the GaN:Mg channel. The full LED stack shows no
degradation of the surface, which confirms the high quality of subsequent MQW and
n-up GaN growth. These results confirm that the low-doped p-down GaN:Mg does
not negatively impact subsequent layer growth.
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Figure 9.4.: Schematic cross section of the layer stack used for the inversed
LEDs (a). Associated HRXRD (0002) 2Θ-ω scan (black) and sim-
ulation (red) (b).
9.2.2. Optical properties
Photoluminescence
In the following, three samples A, B and C are regarded, which feature different Mg-
doping levels in the GaN barriers in the MQW. The p-doping of the GaN barriers
is assumed to improve LED performance, because of an improved carrier balance in
the active MQW [62].
To assess and understand optical properties of inverted LED structures, photolu-
minescence (PL) measurements and simulations of the band structures were carried
out, shown in Fig. 9.5. The PL spectra in Fig. 9.5a show significant differences for
samples A, B and C. For the undoped sample A, the emission from the InGaN well
at 450 nm is suppressed rather strongly. Instead, a pronounced GaN emission peak
at 360 nm is apparent, which is very likely to stem from both the n-up GaN:Si layer
and the p-down GaN:Mg1. By p-doping the GaN barriers in the MQW for sample
B, the InGaN peak intensity increases. This is accompanied by a simultaneous sup-
pression of the GaN peak, which indicates that carrier recombination in the MQW
becomes more pronounced. For sample C with the highest doping level, the MQW
emission becomes very efficient, whereas recombinations in the GaN are even more
suppressed. This is indicated by the vanishing near-bandgap GaN peak at 360 nm
and by the mitigated broad defect yellow luminescence (YL) between 500 nm and
1This can be assumed by regarding the laser penetration depth of several hundreds of nanometers
and the a strong diffusion of excited electrons.
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600 nm, typically observed for GaN layers [275]. In particular for sample A, the YL
is slightly shifted to a lower wavelength and might be attributed to a green lumines-
cence due to In-clustering effects, which have been reported for structures featuring
AlInGaN layers [225, 226, 314].
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Figure 9.5.: PL spectra of the inversed LED sample series with Mg-doped GaN
barriers in the MQW (a). Associated simulated banddiagrams.
The trends in the PL spectra can be explained using simulations of the band
structure shown in Fig. 9.5b. With increasing doping level in the MQW, the bands
are strongly pulled upwards in this region. Thus, the MQW region becomes more
flat and the valence band InGaN wells are approaching the Fermi level. This leads
to an improved hole transport into the MQW. These holes recombine with electrons
in the conduction band more efficiently due to a weaker electric field in the active
MQW. Hence, electron diffusion to the p-down GaN and AlInGaN backbarrier is
suppressed. This explains the decrease of both near-bandgap GaN peak and the
GaN YL.
Electroluminescence
Processing these inversed LED is challenging. First, it is difficult to perform the
mesa etch accurately. The lower p-GaN channel needs to be contacted and this layer
exhibits a thickness of only 20 nm. With lowered p-channel thickness by etching,
the hole density decreases. Second, the p-GaN channel is not sufficiently p-doped
for ohmic contact formation. Third, etch damage might induce N vacancies in the
p-down GaN which in turn lead to an unintentional n-doping [315–317]. All these
issues prevent a successful processing of devices at this stage.
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Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 9.6a, a provisional contact method on the as-grown
LED wafer is used for a quick electroluminescence test. Due to the inversed p-down
n-up junction, the n-probes can directly contact the surface of the wafer. For the
p-probes, the wafer was scratched with a diamond file to be able to contact the
p-down layers. A conductive silver paste was used for a provisional test. As obvious
in the photograph, this layer stack is capable of emitting light.
The EL spectra for different forward voltages are shown in Fig. 9.6b. The blue
emission at 450 nm is similar to the PL emission wavelength, which confirms that
light is effectively emitted through the active MQW in InGaN wells as expected.
The peak shows no wavelength shift with current, indicating that the reversed po-
larization in the MQW likely suppresses the QCSE. The reason is likely found in
the improved band structure, which approaches flat band conditions when forward-
biased. However, the applied voltage which was necessary for the LED to emit light
is quite high with values between 15V and 60V. Hence, the electric field is large
for every EL measurement and flat band conditions are probably achieved for all
measurements. To prove this, further samples which emit light at smaller voltages
need to be investigated.
(a) Photographic of a 2-inch as-grown
LED wafer with an applied bias.
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Figure 9.6.: Electroluminescence of an inversed LED.
A novel concept for an InGaN-based LED has been presented here. An inversed
p-n junction in a metal-polar layer stack has been applied, which has resulted in a
reversed polarization regarding forward-biased LED devices. This has been realized
by utilizing a 2DHG as a hole reservoir and as a current spreading layer at the
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bottom p-GaN side. With high-polarization AlInGaN backbarriers, a large sheet
hole density in the 2DHG has been achieved. However, processing these inversed
LEDs remains challenging. In particular, the bottom p-contact needs to be improved
to achieve ohmic contact behavior. Nevertheless, electroluminescence has success-
fully been demonstrated. The peak wavelength has shown to be independent of the
current density, which indicated a reduced QCSE, most likely due to the reversed
polarization in the active MQW.
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Summary and outlook
This thesis represents a comprehensive study on the quaternary group III nitride
alloy system (AlxInyGa1-x-yN). The fundamentals and principles of group III nitrides
as well as epitaxial growth and characterization methods have been introduced in
the beginning. The focus of this thesis has been on the experimental results on
nitride heterostructures and their interpretation. These results have been structured
in separate parts, in which three substantial topics have been dealt with: first,
general aspects on the crystal growth of quaternary AlInGaN; second and third, the
fabrication and characterization of electronic and opto-electronic devices, i.e. the
heterostructure field effect transistor (HFET) and the light emitting diode (LED).
In the theoretical part, polarization engineering has been introduced as the core
methodology for this thesis. The best possible flexibility in adjusting material prop-
erties independently, e.g. bandgap Eg and lattice constant a or strain state ε and to-
tal polarization (Ptotal), is offered by the AlInGaN alloy system. This offers a unique
possibility to control the polarization difference (∆P ) at interfaces and, hence, a
possible adjustment of the bandstructure in devices.
Literature research has revealed a controversy regarding the bandgap bowing pa-
rameters and the method for bandgap calculation. Due to these uncertainties, the
accurate prediction of the bandgap of polarization-matching AlInGaN layers re-
mains difficult. Nevertheless, it has been shown in the experimental parts that
polarization-reduction up to a certain level is possible by strain-engineering with
AlInGaN layers. The results have demonstrated the high flexibility of heterostruc-
tures with AlInGaN barriers and future developments in the area of devices with
quaternary AlInGaN are likely to benefit from the gained comprehension.
In the first part, the synthesis and structural properties of quaternary AlInGaN
layers on two different substrate templates have been discussed. First and more im-
portant for conventional devices is the growth on GaN. Second, conditions for growth
on AlN templates have been explored. In both cases, a wide AlInGaN composition
range resulting in different strain states from high tensile to high compressive has
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been covered by discovering possible process conditions. First, the optimum reactor
pressure has been identified to be below 150 hPa to prevent gas phase pre-reactions
of the Al precursor (TMAl). Further, and even more critical to control, the growth
surface temperature (TSurface) has been identified to limit the In incorporation. The
Ga content is only weakly dependent on pressure and TSurface and, hence, it can
be adjusted by the Ga precursor (TMGa) flow. As a general aspect for AlInGaN
growth, it has been confirmed that owing to the weak cracking efficiency of NH3 at
lower temperatures the group V to III ratio must be chosen a factor of 3 to 30 larger
than for binary GaN or AlN growth.
It has further been shown that the crystal quality depends strongly on the AlIn-
GaN composition and the strain state. A general trend to lower crystal quality
has been observed with increasing In content and larger compressive strain. In the
pseudomorphic case for compressively strained AlInGaN, the In incorporation at the
interface has been identified to be hampered. With increasing thickness, relaxation
accompanied by strong In pulling has occured. For this phenomena, a multi-sublayer
model has been developed.
High-quality AlInGaN layers have been achieved at a TSurface of 800 ◦C, which
resulted in an In contents of about 5%. These layers have been used as barriers in
devices. However, the development of epitaxial growth attempts, which allow for
a high In incorporation while maintaining crystal quality is ongoing. Here, growth
with pulsed precursor supply, which enhances the migration of the adsorped species,
is very promising.
Further, direct epitaxial growth of AlInGaN on AlN has been studied. It has
been found to be more challenging compared to growth on GaN for the reason that
all AlInGaN compositions are under compressive strain. Due to the large lattice
mismatch, relaxation and phase separation effects have occured even under optimum
reactor conditions. Several trends, which have been observed for AlInGaN growth
on GaN, have also been confirmed for the growth on AlN, i.e. higher In contents
for smaller TSurface and an effective change of the Ga content by the TMGa flux.
A trend to improved crystal quality has been identified for compositions near the
AlGaN ternary line, i.e. for lower In contents.
Owing to the possibility to control Ptotal, high-quality AlInGaN layers are promis-
ing for the implementation as backbarriers in n-channel double heterostructure field
effect transistor (DHFET). A sophisticated multi-layer backbarrier structure with
step-wise change of Ptotal could be envisioned.
In the second part, single and double heterostructures containing AlInGaN barriers,
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in which two-dimensional carrier gases are induced by ∆P , have been grown. Both
n-channel HFETs containing a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) and p-channel
HFETs containing a two-dimensional hole gas (2DHG) have been realized.
The influence of the AlInGaN composition, determining ∆P , on transport proper-
ties in the carrier gases and the impact on HFET characteristics have been in focus.
For both 2DEG and 2DHG, larger carrier densities can be induced by compositions
with either larger Al contents or lower In contents. Apart from the spontaneous
polarization (Pspon), the effect is mainly driven by the piezoelectric polarization
(Ppiezo), which either contributes to the Pspon in the case of tensilely strained AlIn-
GaN barriers or compensates Pspon in the case of compressively strained AlInGaN
barriers.
The overall mobility functions plotted against the densities have revealed a peak
for both carrier types at moderately densities. Peak mobilities of 1820 cm2V-1s-1
for electrons and 43 cm2V-1s-1 for holes have been observed. The larger effective
mass of holes is mainly responsible for the generally lower hole mobilities. However,
the hole mobility of 43 cm2V-1s-1 represents a record for MOVPE-grown GaN-based
heterostructures. Mobility-measurements at 77K have revealed strongly increased
mobilities by a factor of about 5 for both electrons and holes owing to the reduced
phonon-scattering. Apart from phonon-scattering, the peak shape of the overall
mobility function at room temperature is due to several other scattering mechanisms.
The peak mobilities are achieved at moderate densities for both carrier types. While
in the low density regime impurity scattering in the GaN channel is dominant,
interface and alloy scattering rules in the high-density regime. Alloy scattering
increases for larger In contents in the AlInGaN barrier, which generally leads to a
reduced mobility. An AlN interlayer favorably grown at higher TSurface between an
AlInGaN barrier and the GaN channel strongly improves the mobility at least for
electrons. For holes, a stronger interface hole confinement due to the larger effective
mass is responsible for a pronounced interface scattering compared to electrons.
As a result, the peak of the mobility function is shifted from a large density of
7.1·1012 cm-2 for electrons to a lower value of 2.2·1012 cm-2 for holes.
It has been demonstrated that polarization engineering with AlInGaN barriers is
a powerful approach to shift the threshold voltage for both n-channel and p-channel
HFET. Polarization-optimized HFET in matters of carrier density allow for the
realization of both depletion and enhancement mode devices. In particular for the
less-studied p-channel technology, on-off ratios of up to 108 for e-mode transistors
have been obtained. The first ever measured small signal data and cut-off frequencies
of a p-channel HFET has shown a transit frequency ft of 206MHz and a maximum
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oscillation frequency fmax of 640MHz.
For future research on p-channel HFET utilizing a 2DHG, the focus should be on
the increase of the hole mobility. Here, the most promising concept is valence band
engineering. Since in usual heterostructures, the hole properties are determined by
the heavy-hole valence band, there is a huge potential for a design, which enables
the light-hole band or the crystal field split-off band. The ten times smaller effec-
tive light-hole mass compared to the one of heavy-holes would result in a greatly
enhanced performance. This could possibly be realized by inducing anisotropic
and/or shear strain in semi-polar nitrides.
In the last part, LEDs with polarization-engineered AlInGaN barriers as a replace-
ment of conventional binary GaN barriers have been studied. This has enabled a
control of ∆P between barrier and the InGaN well. It has been shown that the built-
in electric field in the multiple quantum well (MQW), which originates from ∆P ,
can be influenced by adjusting the composition of AlInGaN barriers. Indeed, elec-
troluminescence has been observed in the green-to-blue color range and the quantum
efficiency has almost reached the one of a conventional GaN-barrier LED.
The wavelength shift due to the QCSE, however, has been similar to that of
conventional InGaN/GaN LED due to an AlInGaN composition with a rather large
Al content and, hence, a high Ptotal. To achieve smaller QCSE-induced wavelength
shifts, compressively strained composition with either small Al contents or large In
contents need to be investigated further.
Finally, a novel concept of an LED device has been presented. By flipping the
conventional p-up n-down junction to a p-down n-up junction, the polarization is
reversed, which has been assumed to be promising for mitigating efficiency droop
effects. The flip-design has been realized by the integration of a 2DHG as a hole
reservoir and as a current spreading layer at the bottom p-GaN side. A large sheet
hole density in the 2DHG has been achieved by using a high-polarization AlInGaN
backbarrier. A MQW has successfully been grown on top of a 2DHG stack and
luminescence tests have shown blue light emission. The peak wavelength has shown
to be stable with the current density. This probably indicates that the QCSE is
mitigated by the reversed polarization in the active MQW.
The development of a full process of this inverted p-down n-up LED is ongoing.
The biggest challenge remains to contact the buried 2DHG. Here, implantation
methods or highly p-doped GaN regrowth, preferably by low-temperature and high-
purity deposition processes like MBE might pave a way for a successful processing
of the inverted LEDs.
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